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Sammanfattning 

 

Sedan den 28:e maj har projektet bestående av utvecklandet av ett Innovation Leadership 
Program (ILP) på Accenture fortlöpt och avslutats i November samma år. Uppdraget 
gjordes som ett examensarbete och tilldelades två studenter på Kungliga Tekniska 
Högskolan. 

Innehållet och uppbygnaden av ILP har baserats på resultaten av en teoristudie, en 
gapanalys och en extern och en intern benchmarking. Teoristudien fokuserade på artiklar, böcker och 
föreläsningar om ämnena innovation, kreativitet och pedagogik. Ämnen som ledarskap, motivation, 
reflektion och coaching studerades även, men i en mindre omfattning. Gapanalysen bestod av elva 
intervjuer med människor från olika karriärnivåer inom Accenture, målet var att få en bild av de 
anställdas uppfattning av innovation och kreativitet. I intervjuerna frågades även om de anställdas 
kunskap om Technology Labs för att förstå hur man kan effektivisera kommunikationen och 
samarbetet mellan dessa. Inom Accenture för inspiration, studerades ett snarlikt program kallat 
Minority Leadership Program, detta kommer inte nämnas vidare i rapporten. Den externa 
benchmarkingen genomfördes på Stanford i Kalifornien och visade sig vara en framgång. Den gav 
inspiration till programstrukturen och närmare hur de olika ämnena kunde inövas av deltagarna.  

Den erhållna insikten visade oro bland de anställda, oro över att inte kunna leva upp till en lika hög 
kvalitet i leveranserna på grund av utökad tidsåtgång och risk vid införandet av utökad kreativitet i 
projekten. Oron gällde även uteblivna karriärmöjligheter. Gällande sammarbetet Technology Labs 
och konsulter visade det sig att båda parter ansåg en brist i verktyg, kunskap och även här, tid. 

Dom inledande syftena med projektet har förändrats och ombildats under projektets gång, men de 
slutliga och definitiva syftena blev formulerade efter resultaten av benhmarkingen. De inledande 
syftena: 

 
• Att utöka Affärsmöjligheter för Accenture.  

• Bidra till varumärkesutvecklingen för Accenture, ge dess klienter en bekreftelse att Accenture 

är Innovativt. 

• Locka de bästa kandidaterna med mer Innovativa projekt. 



• Om behövligt, inom organisationen skapa en gemensam definition av innovation och 

kreativitet 

• Initiera ett innovationsnätverk som förenar innovative individer inom organisationen med 

varandra. 

• Att effektivisera befintliga och skapa nya kanaler för Technology Labs för utökandet av deras 

lönsamma aktiviteter. 

 

Baserat på dessa syften fick programmet bestå av en teori och en praktisk del. Den teoretiska delen 
ska genomgås under en två dagars kickoff. Under den praktiska delen kommer deltagarna bli 
tilldelade uppdrag att observera, bedömma och förbättra projekt.  

Slutligen, varför skapa ett eller deltaga i ILP? Via införandet av ILP ges Accenture möjligheter att 
samla deras latent Innovativa kompetens i nätverk och via detta nyttigöra kapasiteten till fullo. Detta 
kan resultera i nya affärsmöjligheter och tillåta Accenture differentiera sig vidare oh via detta skapa 
distans till konkurrensen.  
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Abstract 

 

ince the 28th of May the project to develop an internal Innovation Leadership Program (ILP) 
on Accenture has been running and came to an end in November the same year. The task 
was formed into a master thesis and given to two students at the Royal Institute of 
Technology in Sweden. 

Since the start the content and structure of the ILP has been established based on the results 
of a theoretical study, a gap analysis and an external and internal benchmarking. The theoretical 
study focused on articles, books and lectures about innovation, creativity and pedagogy. Subjects 
such as leadership, motivation, reflection and coaching were studied as well, but in a smaller scale. 
The gap analysis consisted of eleven interviews with people from different career levels within 
Accenture and the goal was to establish the view of innovation and creativity among the employees. 
The interviews also asked about the knowledge the participants had about Technology Lab in order 
to get insight of how to improve their communication and cooperation with people in client projects. 
Internally a similar program was studied called Minority Leadership program, whom will not be 
described further in this report, to get inspiration. The external benchmarking was conducted on 
Stanford and was very successful. It gave inspiration to program structure and how to put across 
subject areas of the content to the program participants.  

The gained insight reported of concern among the employees to not be able to deliver feasible 
solutions in time to their clients due to the increased time consumption and risk accompanied with 
heightened levels of creativity. They also worried about loosing career opportunities as consequence 
of the previous. When it came to the cooperation and communication with Technology Lab both 
parties turned out to be lacking in tools, knowledge and yet again in time.  

The initial purposes for the project have been altered and reshaped during the project due to different 
circumstances, but the final and definitive purposes were formulated after the result of the 
benchmarking and analysis is as follows;  
 

• To enhance Accenture business opportunities  



• To contribute to Accenture’s brand development, to give clients of Accenture confirmation 

that the organization is innovative 

• To attract the best candidate by showing innovative projects.   

• If necessary, to create a common definition of innovation and creativity throughout the 

organization. 

• To initiate an innovation network that connects innovative individuals throughout the 

organization to each other  

• To facilitate and improve potential channels for Technology Lab in order to enhance their 

profitable activities 

 
Based on these purposes the program will consist of a theoretical part and a practical part. The 
theoretical part will be discussed during a two-day kickoff. During the practical part the participants 
will be given the assignment to observe, evaluate and improve another project in pairs.  

So, why implement or attend ILP? The opportunities generated by implementing ILP enable 
Accenture to gather their innovative competence in innovative networks and in that way be able to 
utilize their capability completely. This can eventuate in new business opportunities and make 
Accenture differentiate themselves further and in that way stay ahead of the competition 
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1. 1. 1. 1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
he 28th of May, the day of the first all color talking picture and the first animated 3D 
cartoon, the birthday of author Ian Flemings, the opening day for the Golden Gate Bridge 
and the day that the women of Greece gain suffrage. Many things have happened this day 
and all of them are innovations in their own way in the sense that they affected the future for 
many people.  

 
This is also the starting point for the initiative to develop an internal Innovation Leadership Program 
(ILP) at Accenture. The initiative was taken by Kishore Swaminathan, Chief Scientist at Accenture 
in Chicago, who forwarded the task to Kirsti Kierulf, director of the Innovation Lab (IL) in Oslo, 
trough Nils Øveraas, country managing director for Accenture in Norway. It was decided that the 
pilot version was going to be held in the Nordic region with participants from Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark and Finland.  
 
The assignment to develop the program structure and content was allotted to two students at 
Integrated Product Development on the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm Sweden and 
formed into a 20 weeks long Master Thesis. During this time many activities to finalize ILP have 
been done.  

1.1 Company description 1.1 Company description 1.1 Company description 1.1 Company description     

Accenture is an international management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company 
with local presence. They have their headquarters in Chicago and local offices in more than 150 
cities in 49 countries. Their goal is to deliver innovation in the purpose to make “clients perform at 
the highest levels so they can create sustainable value for their customers and shareholders”1. This is 
conducted through identification of new markets, increscent of revenues on existing markets, 
improvement of operational performance and delivering their clients products and services more 
effectively and efficiently.  
 
Accenture is operating in both technical, financial, manufacturing, resource handling and 
government industries which is located in America, the Asian Pacific, Europe, the Middle East or 
Africa.  

1.1.1 Structure  
Though there is a strong hierarchy and prefixed career path, the company strives to have a flat 
organization. This is conducted with open-plan offices, closeness, information sharing, mentorship 
and openness between hierarchy levels.  
 
The purpose of the mentorship is to prevent competition between employees which can lead to 
conflicts and hinder information sharing.  The procedure starts from the day you begin on Accenture 
and begins with allotting everyone a mentor from a level above. Together the 
mentor and the employee continuously set up milestones and goals from which the employees’ 
performance is evaluated. This determines career advances and rewards.  

                                                 
1 http://www.accenture.com/Global/About_Accenture/Company_Overview/CompanyDescription.htm, 
071011, 16:00 
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The career path is very fixed and different depending on which area you are working in. The 
company areas are consulting, enterprise, services and solutions. For employees within consulting 
you first become an analyst and then a consult. The next level includes the first management 
responsibility and is simply called manager. This is followed by the highest levels of leadership, 
senior manager and senior executive.2 
 
Decision autonomy is very open, except when it involves spending the companies own money. This 
is strictly supervised from top to bottom. But otherwise managers are fairly free to run their project 
as they see fit as long as they deliver feasible and for Accenture profitable solutions on time. 

1.1.2 Projects and teams 
Accenture practice both internal and external projects. The internal projects are conducted at either 
Accenture Technology Labs (TL) or Innovation Labs (IL) and consist of projects mostly funded of 
external partners to solve frequently mentioned problems by clients and employees. The members of 
internal projects are employees within the TL and IL and have more inventive goals. The external are 
launched upon demand and here the employees work in teams of various sizes to solve different 
client problems. The expertise and knowledge of the project members depends on the project 
circumstances. These circumstances can for example be the industry, the situation, the nature of the 
problem, the client or the current trends. After each project the project team is dissolved and the 
members are allocated to other upcoming projects. This is either done by choice or, if the person 
does not have any own requests, the human resource department (HR) allocates them to projects 
where they are needed. 
 

1.2 Problem area1.2 Problem area1.2 Problem area1.2 Problem area  

After a few years of a more defensive attitude, many consulting companies again have trouble to hire 
staff to meet the market’s demand. However, compared to the situation many faced during the years 
after the dot.com bubble, the issue today is of minor proportion. When the problem is about not 
accelerating fast enough, compared to standing at the brink of bankruptcy, one can ask if it really is a 
problem. 
 
What is generally known is that companies today are more careful when having the dot.com history 
fresh in mind. What is wanted, especially when times are worse; a company with differentiation3 to 
its competitors so customers will not have an option to choose a competitor. A company’s value is in 
its people, a very common saying which almost sounds as a cliché. Cliché or not but skilled people 
make a company’s competence and therefore its differentiation. This is even more true when it 
comes to a consulting firm where you have no manufacturing and you have now products as value 
creators. Here all of the company incomes originate from the services delivered from the employees.  
 
In today’s race for the most skilled people, instead of a race for just people (dot.com era), it is also 
important to form the brand as differentiated. Again, if we attract certain customers, we probably will 
attract certain candidates, and vice versa. 
 
A company as Accenture will most likely survive even the next depression period, as they did the 
years after the dot.com era. Accenture is and will continue being a well lubricated business steam 

                                                 
2 A_Original Business Case for Inclusion.ppt , Accenture (2006)  
3 Kim W. C., Mauborgne R. (2005). Blue Ocean Strategy – How to create Uncontested Market Spaces and 
Make the Competition Irrelevant. Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation 
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engine that might cough, but will not stop. Still does every company have an interest to maximize its 
profit, in our case Accenture, where ideas about nurturing tomorrow’s differentiation had grown for 
some time.  
 
Accenture have had the ideas of differentiation for an unknown time, but what is known is that an 
initiative is taken from headquarters in Chicago. The initiative is to start a project which is about 
developing this ILP-program. The goals in the long run is much about what discussed earlier, 
focusing and differentiating in the existing market. The differentiation should be reached through the 
programs innovative message. 
 
Innovation is a very much recurring term when reading about Accenture and its core values and 
business ideas.4 This was even stated until a few years ago in their tag line; “Accenture, Innovation 
delivered”.5 The term innovation stands for many things, but since Accenture have this in their core 
of the business it is of fundamental interest that Accenture really is Innovative. Innovation is a fuzzy 
expression, what is and what is not innovative seems to be a subjective opinion. But still, there is a 
general accepted definition,6 and this is roughly the definition what Accenture want to ensure they 
can stand for. 
 
One of Accenture’s main business areas are consulting. When at assignment, the hired consultants 
are expected to be of high quality. They have a price tag and they are expected to deliver in the same 
token. In other words, deliver innovation, of course will there be less innovative assignments that are 
about following a procedure; their hirer just does not have the time itself. But considering the 
Accenture’s status and brand, can it be assumed that some of the expectations on their consultants 
are to be more effective and innovative than the clients corresponding employers. When signing up a 
consultant, or outsourcing a whole project, you expect extraordinary performance. You want the best 
and it better be innovative, and that is what can differentiate you from your competition. 
 
Accenture have a special department called TL, they are the Research and Development (R&D) 
department with a purpose to nurture new technology. Many of the technologies inside TL are in an 
early state of its development process and do not really have any application. This is according to 
plan and gives Accenture an advantage when the market is mature enough to accept their solutions. 
This is called disruptive technology/innovation and is kind of an investment for the future, to have 
little foreseeing of what future might need. To predict the future need of technology is difficult, and 
that is why one of the purposes for this project is to give new channels to TL. How can ILP gain TL? 
The idea is to let ILP open new channels of new technology to the Labs, and guide to what 
technology TL might venture? Illustrated in figure L1 below. 
 
Innovation is what Accenture believe is their way to differentiate its company. Innovation is no news 
for Accenture, this is stated in their business core for several years back. And their success story put 
aside every suspicion of not being innovative. So it is not about inventing new ways to run the 
business, lubricating the machinery is better way to describe it. 
 

                                                 
4 http://www.accenture.com/Global/About_Accenture/Company_Overview/default.htm, 071018, 10:19.  
5 http://accenture.tekgroup.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=4045, 071018, 11:00 
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation, 071018, 12:15 
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FigureL1, Accenture’s gain of its Labs and ILP. 
 

1.3 Purpose background1.3 Purpose background1.3 Purpose background1.3 Purpose background  

Accenture in Norway is one of few markets around the world that have an IL. Their natural and 
roughly stated purpose inside Accenture is to enhance and nurture innovativeness. The ILP was an 
initiative that already had some components added to the structure when the authors joined the team. 
The original ideas that were documented, which were not really stated as purposes but more as; 
likely benefits with ILP, were the following: 
 

- Potential new business opportunities with an innovative bent 
- Improve loyalty with our clients 
- Increase innovation skills with our future leaders 
- Build an Innovative network across offices and organizational structure 
- Improve employee morale 
- Increase retention of our most creative youngsters 
- Improve market image with recruits and universities 
- Serve as a pilot test-bed for an Accenture-wide program for innovation development 

 
Due to, not participated in forming the above we will let them speak for themselves and give the 
reader a picture of their own of the original thoughts with ILP. After brainstorming for some time the 
picture of the real need started to grow. So, what are the real needs? What values is ought to be 
enhanced at Accenture, what is the purposes with ILP? 
 

1.4 Objectives and1.4 Objectives and1.4 Objectives and1.4 Objectives and    deliverablesdeliverablesdeliverablesdeliverables    

The first deliverable was course structure of the ILP. This includes Learning outcomes and course 
activities. Furthermore, course activities include lectures, exercises, assignments, projects and 
schedule. Here some requirements were given from the start. For example; the course was going to 
be 12 month long and that the participants were going to have mentors to guide them throughout the 
course. In order to fulfill this requirement the ILP project undertook to deliver criterions for the 
mentors and how they were to interact with the ILP participants. It was also stated that the ILP was 
going to end with a final presentation where the participants were going to be evaluated and a winner 
selected. Here it was necessary to deliver the setup for the presentation, criterions of how to measure 
the results and of which type of judges to have.  
 
The second deliverable was criterions and included criterions for participants, projects and clients 
involved.  
 
The third deliverable was an application form to be sent out to the target group for the ILP.  
 

ILP… …IL… …TL… …Accenture 

...Findings 
gain... 

...Innovation 
gain... 

...Creativity 
Gain... 
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The last deliverable involved delivering a base to build the ILP upon. This included a gap analysis 
and an external benchmark. 
 
 
 
 
 

1.5 Concept definition1.5 Concept definition1.5 Concept definition1.5 Concept definition 

 3M Company – is an international conglomerate corporation formerly known as Minnesota Mining 
and Manufacturing Company, which changed to their current name 2002. American, but has world 
wide presence.7 

CDIO - Conceive  Design Implement Operate, originates from Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and is an engineering education initiative. It was founded in the late 1990s and has 
during the 20th century expanded into a international collaboration, involving top universities from 
all around the world. The Royal Institute of Technology is one of them.8  

Dot-com Bubble – Dot-com companies are corporations that conduct their business over the internet 
and the Dot-com bubble is a term used to describe the period when the stock markets in the Western 
Union witnessed a fast value enhancement in the consequence of the growth in the Internet sector 
and related fields.9 

GPS – Gathering, Problem and Solution, the shortening for the practical part of the Innovation 
Leadership Program developed in this project.  

HR – Human resources, term used to describe the department at a company that handles 
performance management, employee relations and resource planning.10  

ILP – Innovation Leadership Program, the program developed during this project. 

KTH – (Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan) Royal institute of Technology, the Royal Institute of 
Technology in Stockholm, Sweden, where the authors of this report was  studying.  

KX - Knowledge exchange, an internal database at Accenture where they share gained knowledge 
and experience throughout the organization.11 

MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a private, coeducational research university located 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts with a strong emphasis on scientific and technological research.12 

Q2, Q3 – Quarter 2 and Quarter 3, shortenings for second and third quarter of the program.  

R&D – Research and Development, Units or centers at companies that are specialized in future-
oriented, longer-term activities in science or technology.  

                                                 
7 http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/sv_SE/about-3M/information/,071020 
8 http://www.cdio.org/se/index.html [2007, November 1] 
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble, 071101 
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_resources, 071102 
11 Strømme Øyvind. Consultant, Accenture. Assistant project mentor, Accenture (During the entire project) 
12 http://web.mit.edu/facts/index.html,  

http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/sv_SE/about-3M/information/%2C071020
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_resources
http://web.mit.edu/facts/index.html
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SUV - Sports Utility Vehicle
13 is, according to Wikipedia, “a passenger vehicle which combines the 

towing capacity of a pickup truck with the passenger-carrying space of a minivan or station wagon 
together with on or off road ability”. 

TL – Technology Lab, the technology research and development (R&D) organization within 
Accenture.14 

Wikipedia - the free encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page [2007, November 1] 

Technology Transfer – The problem to find piratical use of scientific results has existed since 
Archimedes and that is why the term Tehnology transfer was invented, which stands for the process 
of trying to find these practical applications. The awareness in today’s companies, universities and 
governments are high and they often have a department dedicated to this process.15 

Skunk work – According to Wikipedia skunk work is “a term used in engineering and technical 
fields to describe a group within an organization given a high degree of autonomy and unhampered 
by bureaucracy, tasked with working on advanced or secret projects”16 

ADM – Accenture Delivery Methods, Standard methods on Accenture used to secure the quality of 
the results delivered in client projects.17 

IL – Accenture Innovation Labs, Center for research based innovation in Norway.18 

                                                 
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SUV, 071020 
14 http://www.accenture.com/Global/Services/Accenture_Technology_Labs/default.htm, 071015 
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_transfer, , 071015 
16 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunk_works, 071018 
17 http://careers3.accenture.com/ATS/Latvia/Work/MethodsAndtools/Methods.htm, 071019 
18 http://www.accenture.com/Countries/Norway/Research_and_Insights/KirstiKierulfInnovationLab.htm, 
071020 

http://www.accenture.com/Global/Services/Accenture_Technology_Labs/default.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_transfer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunk_works
http://careers3.accenture.com/ATS/Latvia/Work/MethodsAndtools/Methods.htm
http://www.accenture.com/Countries/Norway/Research_and_Insights/KirstiKierulfInnovationLab.htm
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1.6 Disposition1.6 Disposition1.6 Disposition1.6 Disposition    

This thesis is divided into ten chapters and the content of each chapter is presented below. 

Chapter 1: The purpose of the first chapter is to give the reader an introduction of the background to, 
purpose to and the parties involved with the project. It also clarifies different aspect in order to 
facilitate the continuous reading of the report. 

Chapter 2: This chapter contains descriptions of the chosen methods, which is complemented with 
reflections of how they were used in this project. 

Chapter 3: Here the authors give the reader insight to the theoretical frame of this master thesis, 
namely creativity, innovation and pedagogy. 

Chapter 4: The results from the gap analysis and the benchmarking are presented in this chapter.  

Chapter 5: Here the authors compare the results with the theory and make an analysis to find internal 
and external connections which can illuminate where the ILP focus should lie and give answers to 
how to fulfill the project purposes.  

Chapter 6: Here the structure, content and context are described. 

Chapter 7: This chapter describes how the findings fulfill the stated project purposes.  

Chapter 8: Discuss the process, content, context and result of the project. 

Chapter 9: Here special gratitude is given to people that has contributed greatly to this thesis.  

Chapter 10: This last chapter list references that are used in this thesis divided into written, oral 
sources and sources from the internet. 
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2. Methodology2. Methodology2. Methodology2. Methodology    
The purpose of this chapter is to let the reader get an insight of the methods used in this thesis 
project. After respective method follows a reflection, were the special features are commented and 
overall opinions given. 

2.1 Benchmarking2.1 Benchmarking2.1 Benchmarking2.1 Benchmarking    

he main purpose of a benchmark is to study how others conduct things in order to get 
inspiration when developing something new. Here the development team often tries to 
catch the best practices, which is combined with each other and thing in-house, and 
modified into something new. Therefore this method is about comparing a product, 
method, service etc. against what is believed as the best performer in the business and 

actual category.19 It is a way of forcing to insight of how similar things are done elsewhere when 
stuck in old train of thoughts. Forcing may sound drastic; however, when a company becomes older 
and no one has questioned how it is run, it might need a powerful force to change direction. This 
underlines the importance and the benefits for companies in today’s rapidly changing market to share 
information with each other, to cooperate instead of compete and learn from others in order to stay 
ahead or at least stay at level with its competition.  
 
In this project it is about finding the companies with best expected leadership programs based on 
innovation and the companies, institutions and people visited: 
 

• IDEO 
• Various people and institutions at Stanford 
• People working at Accenture’s’ American TL 
• Nordic consultant working abroad 

2.1.1 Reflection 

When finding companies to benchmark against it is always a difficult task to judge whether the 
conceived objective is an “out performer” or just mediocre in performance. In the end, it often is 
about comparing against officially acknowledged processes where the outcome can be expected, in 
terms of; where the benchmarked company is expected to have elaborated material to benchmark 
against. This report is about creating an ILP, what innovative companies are out there? Some 
examples of innovative companies to benchmark in this project could be: 
 

- Apple 
§ Apple has managed to create products with often very little novelty that just amazes 

the competition when released. What Apple particularly seems to have a good 
knowledge of, is brand/marketing innovation. Not to forget, few years ago this 
company was not even close to the popularity it has today, the company has recovered 
remarkably after Steve Jobs return.20 He did something, what? 

- Google 
§ This company seems to do everything correct. Not just by their search engine used by 

the whole world, but their additional services are followed with the same success as 
the search engine. As writing this, Google maps give progress reports about a ongoing 

                                                 
19   http://www.wwtld.org/meetings/cctld/20060326.Wellington-PossibleBenchmarkingExemples-dotNZ-
NickGriffin.ppt, 071015, 13:05 

20 http://www.businessweek.com/bwdaily/dnflash/oct2004/nf20041012_4018_db083.htm, 071016, 12:35.  

Braille 
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fire in California21. Despite the tragedy part, shows this how good Google is at 
adapting to customer needs. Not to mention the publicity this result in.22 Work 
conditions at Google are recognized very motivating, e.g. 20% of total working time 
is encouraged to be spent on private projects what the employed just consider as fun. 

 
- Smartcar 23 

§ Not as known as the two above but not unknown either. When everyone are stuck 
with old ideas on how to build a car. This company builds a car that short/small so it 
can in many cities, be parked crossly on a regular parking lot. This was developed 
during other manufacturers spent money on outplaying the competition on the market 
for Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV)24.  
 

These characteristics were looked for, when finding benchmarking companies.  
 
Some of the characteristics in this project: 

- Creativity 
- Innovation towards mangers 
- Teaching technologies (Pedagogy) 
- Timeframes 
- Delimitations 
- Etc. 

 
Benchmarking is about comparing and learning from each other. 

2.2 Interviews2.2 Interviews2.2 Interviews2.2 Interviews    

his thesis project had two different purposes with interviews: 
- Identify Innovation and creativity knowledge of future ILP-participants. 
- Benchmarking 

 
Interviews can be held in different ways. Three examples of generally accepted methods 

are: structured, semi-structured and unstructured. The structured way of interviewing is when having 
more or less a questionnaire that is the base for the interview, side-tracks should be avoided by 
requesting the interviewee to focus on and answer the questions only. Unstructured on the other 
hand, is when leading the interviewee into a subject and only given some few questions. This to let 
the interviewee do the talking and give as much information as possible. This gives a different 
approach to the interviewee’s opinion; it is easier to have a subjective opinion in the latter case. 
Semi-structured is the most used and is a middle path of the two previous.  
 
When it comes to interviewing people there are many things that can affect the quality of the results. 
For example the result can vary due to question formulation, chosen place of the interview, character 
of the interview person, experience of the interviewer, etc. Here it is important to discuss the 
credibility and objectivity of the interviews through different aspects.    
 

                                                 
21 (2007, October) 
22 http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_40/b3953093.htm, 071016, 13:40.  
23 http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/ctm/idm/cases/smart.html, 071016, 15:00.  
24 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SUV, 071020, 10:00 
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In the book Interviews: An Introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing by Steinar Kvale 
certain aspects of a qualitative research interview is discussed and established.25 Here he defines that 
the purpose of a qualitative research interview is to obtain narrations of the world in which the 
interview person are living and working, in order to interpret the meaning of the phenomenon found.  
 
He begins to discuss the structure of the interview and here twelve important aspects mentioned that 
the interview should meet in order to fulfill the purpose above. 
 
The first aspect is that the main subject for the research interview should be the world in which the 

interview person are living and working
26
 (1) and the relationship this person has to this world. Next 

thing is that the interview seeks to describe and understand the meaning (2) of important themes of 
this world.  It is also important to observe how the person answering and not only listen to what they 
say, in order to obtain quality (3) and not only quantity. Furthermore Kvale stated that the goal 
should be to gain as objective answers that are as gradate and descriptive as possible. This he 
describes as the descriptive (4). He also states that it is important to focus on obtaining descriptions 
of specific (5) situations and events.  
 
In order to get neutral narratives the interviewer must, according to Kvale, be open and curious and 
not have established categories or ways to interpret the result beforehand. He calls this background 
awareness (6) and this complemented with a certain focus (7) on a chosen theme makes the interview 
have a good balance between not being too rigid and not too non-leading either.  
 
The interviewer should also be observant of the many ways in which a question or an answer can be 
interpreted (8). Therefore it is crucial to make sure to make sure that the person interviewed 
understands the questions and that the interviewer have understood the answers correctly, in purpose 
to prevent misunderstandings later in the analysis. Here it important to know that the person 
interviewed can change (9) opinions and views during an interview. This can be due to knew insights 
or that the person suddenly sees new connections, which were previously hidden. The same goes for 
the interviewer who can, trough varying knowledge and understanding (10) of the subject, get 
different answers from the person interviewed.   
 
Finally Kvale mentions that knowledge is gained trough the human interaction (11) which occurs in 
an interview and that an interview should be a positive experience (12) for the person interviewed. 
The last thing is described to a unusual and enriching experience for the person interviewed, who can 
gain new insights about his or hers life situation.  

2.2.1 Reflection 
The interviews in this report are semi-structured and have a researching purpose and are therefore 
trying to fulfill the requirements stated above. One exception is that due to the limited timeline, 
limited resources, distance to the persons interviewed and the interview person’s lack of time, most 
the interviews has been held over telephone. This can have deteriorated the human interaction by not 
having the face-to-face situation. Furthermore this can have worsened the quality because certain 
meanings and allusions can have been misunderstood or missed. The biggest disadvantage having 
telephone interviews is the lack of personal contact a face to face interview has. Considering the 
subjects serious nature it seems to be easier to disarm the atmosphere with chitchatting some before 
entering the interview itself, this is more difficult over the telephone. 
 

                                                 
25 Kvale Steinar, Interviews : An Introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing, Sage Publication Inc. (1996)   
26 The aspects are freely translated by the authors.  
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Compared to the traditional way, interviewing on the telephone has its merits and demerits.  
 

Advantages with phone interviews: 

- Impersonal 
- Easier to schedule 
- Borderless 

 
Disadvantages with phone interviews: 

- Impersonal 
- Sound quality (especially with poor gear) 
- Sound delay at greater distances (cross continents) 
- Not possible to share material 

 
Advantages with face to face interviews: 

- Personal 
- Body language 
- Gives a serious impression 
- Ease of exchanging and share material 

 
Disadvantages with face to face interviews: 

- Difficult to schedule 
 
The interviewers tried to compensate the lack of face-to-face interaction a little bit by having speaker 
phones, which made it possible to record the interviews and for more than two people to participate 
at the same time. It also helped to create a more relaxed conversational atmosphere. The project team 
also tried to make these situations feel like positive experiences for those interviewed. To create this 
atmosphere the target group for the persons interviewed were the same as for the participants for the 
ILP program.  This way everyone could feel that they had something to gain from participating, 
because the have a chance to take the program themselves, and that it was something that they could 
relate to. This helped to fulfill aspect twelve. One negative side effect this can bring is that it can 
inhibit the diverseness of the answers due to the similarity of mind of those interviewed.  
 
Another problem with these phone conversations was that sometimes it was hard to hear what the 
other person tried to say, which were worsened by some language difficulties. When the language 
barriers felt too big the participants turned to English, which both parties knew well.   
  
In order to obtain adequate answers the interviewers began with searching for and collecting 
information about the subjects investigated and the company where the interview persons worked. 
This information latter acted as the base for the interview guide. In this the questions were open and 
not leading, focused on the target subjects and formulated so that the interviewers would obtain 
knowledge about what the persons interviewed, the company and the organizational culture thought 
about the subjects. The openness, subject focus and word selection of the questions aimed to capture 
specific, descriptive and comprehensive answers in order to gain knowledge about the person 
interviewed and his or hers environment. Because it was phone interviews and because of the 
interview persons lack of time the questionnaire were limited to 20 questions in order to give the 
interview persons time to give extensive answers and the interviewers time to ask follow-up 
questions. The work connected to the questionnaire was done to fulfill aspect one to seven mentioned 
by Kvale.  
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To fulfill the eighth aspect the interviewers began with describing the purpose and background of the 
investigation to the participant in a way that would clarify the aimed direction of the interview, but 
not lead the participant to answer in a certain predetermined way. The participant were also 
encouraged to ask questions right away when the appeared, and not wait until the end or forgo to ask, 
in the purpose to prevent misunderstandings. The interviewers did the same in there turn by asking 
follow-up questions. Follow-up questions combined with sensitivity among the interviewers also 
helped to fulfill aspect number nine and ten.  

2.3 Gap analysisGap analysisGap analysisGap analysis    

ap analysis is an assessment tool for a business who wants to analyze its gap between 
actual and possible performance. When getting an understanding of the size of the gap, the 
gap can be diminished by taking correct actions. 
 
The gap analysis can be compared to the qualitative research interview that Steinar Kvale 

is discussing in his book.27 Here he means that such a process includes seven stages: Thematizing, 
Designing, Interviewing, Transcribing, Analyzing, Verifying and Reporting. 
 
Thematizing: Here two of the key questions what, why and how is answered.  
What includes the retrieving of background information in order to understand and gain knowledge 
about the targeted subjects. The question why intend to establish the purpose of the investigation.   
 
Designing: Here the last key question is answered. How involves making a synoptic plan over which 
methods to use, in this case which type of interviews and questions, before the interviews start. 
 
Interviewing: This stage involves doing the interviews based on an interview guide. Here it is 
important to always have the end goal mind. A tip that Kvale mentions is to do as much as possible 
as soon as possible in the purpose to have more time in the end, where it often is a scare commodity.  
 
Transcribing: Write down the oral interview results in text, in order to facilitate the analysis. 
 
Analyzing: The analyzing method should be chosen based on the purpose, targeted subjects for the 
study and the nature of the interview material. 
 
Verifying: Inspect how generalizable the interview material is and investigate its reliability and 
validity. Reliability refers to how consistent the results are and validity how the results fulfill the 
intended purposes and subjects for the investigation.   
 
Reporting: Compile the results found into a readable product in the purpose to carry on the 
information. This report should fulfill scientific criterions and consider ethical aspects.   

2.3.1 Reflection 
The thematizing and designing of the Gap Analysis at Accenture where based on the given purposes 
of Innovation Leadership Program. This lead to a apprehension of possible Learning Objectives, see 
figure L2 and section 3.3.5. The purpose was compare the employees current view of, knowledge 
about and cultural approach to the purposes of the Innovation Leadership Program. A comprehensive 
pilot study of literature, lectures and articles in the targeted areas was done, in order to get good 
background knowledge before formulating interview guides and designing and conducting the 

                                                 
27Kvale Steinar, Interviews: An Introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing, Sage Publication Inc. (1996) 
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interviews. These targets were compared with and later altered to fit the desired targets of the IL at 
Accenture. The investigation was designed to consist of interviews based on similar interview guides 
in the purpose to facilitate a cooperation of the answers in the analysis. It was also established that 
the interview persons should come from the group targeted for the ILP, in order to get the best 
substratum possible for the content of the ILP.  
 
Interviews with employees at Accenture initiated the interview part, the possible future participants 
to ILP. All the interviews were recorded and the results documented in the following transcribing 
part. After analyzing the material by comparing it to found literature and the desired levels in regards 
to the targeted subjects, several gap areas were found. This showed of what knowledge the ILP 
participants lacked, which could be translated to appropriate ILP content. These gap areas were 
presented to the IL and, in collaboration with them, verified.  When the gaps were established and 
verified the reporting could begin and the ILP development be finalized.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. L2. Gap Analysis illustration. 
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3. Theoretical frame of reference3. Theoretical frame of reference3. Theoretical frame of reference3. Theoretical frame of reference    
According to the stated purposes of the project certain subjects were chosen to focus on in this 
report. Those subjects are pedagogy, creativity and innovation. However additional subjects such as 
leadership, motivation, reflection and coaching were studied as well, but in a smaller scale.  

3.1 Creativity3.1 Creativity3.1 Creativity3.1 Creativity  

 
hen studying a fairly unexplored subject like creativity the starting point should be to 
clarify its definition. Most of the literature that we have read describes creativity as an 
individual ability, but there are researchers who claim that creativity does not exist 
individually.28 Instead they believe that creativity can only be achieved as a group 
activity. We have chosen to see it as an individual ability which can be enhanced trough 

cooperation, intellectual exchange and discussions.  
 
We have used the definition that creativity is “a mental process involving the generation of new ideas 
or concepts, or new associations between existing ideas or concepts”.29 This definition summaries in 
a good way what has been established to be essential for creativity. Sandberg describes the key areas 
to consist of creating new things, to combine things in an unexpected way or to create completely 
new things with new scopes of use. He also mentions that it is important to break free from old 
restrictions.30 
 

Some men look at things the way they are and ask why?  
I dream of things that are not and ask why not? 

Robert Kennedy 31 
 
When it comes to establishing how the act of creativity works, and set certain standards or rules, the 
task seems very hard or even impossible. How are you supposed to write rules for something that is 
completely new and could not be predicted prior to the creation? 11 Things like creativity make up 
their own rules and boundaries, and to be allowed to do this is a requirement for creativity to happen. 

3.1.1 Research areas for creativity 
When studying creativity the subject is often divided into different areas and each research usually 
cover one of the areas. There are four areas mentioned within research of creativity, the creative 
person, the creative process, factors in the environment and the product.32  
 
The creative person comprehends studies of the connection between personality and creativity and 
biographical studies of famous persons within the field of art, music, technology, science and 
literature.  

                                                 
28 Pineiro Erik, Doctor, Industrial Economics and Management. Discussion participant, Benchmarking (2007, 

September 21) 
29 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity, 041007, 13:50 
30 Sandberg Andres, AlephHandbok, Transhumanistiska Föreningen Aleph, 1997 
31 http://www.wisdomquotes.com/cat_creativity.html, 071004, 15:00 
32 Lagergren Annika, Literature study of creativity, Institution of health and society, University of Halmstad, 
(2001) 

Ball bearing 
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Stated requirements of a creative person are motivation, confidence, concentration, stamina and 
independence and discipline, where motivation is said to be central, you have to believe in what you 
are doing.  Above this a complete understanding of the problem background is essential, in studies of 
artists it has been found that true creativity first occurs a person fully master something. But the most 
important thing is to let go of ones abilities and trust intuition, because creativity is an intuitive 
activity.33 
 
The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a 

society that honors the servant and has forgotten the gift. 
Albert Einstein 12 

   
The creative process discuses the experience of being creative. The state of mind, the feeling, how a 
person reacts and what makes a person react. This can be related to intelligence or problem solving 
or linked to the act of association. It can also be unconscious process and occur when a person least 
expect it.  
 
The creativity process is also supposed to occur in four stages according to Wallas (1926) studies of 
successful scientist.34 In the first step, preparation, is dedicated to understand the problem and to try 
and solve by using conventional methods. After this people often put the problem aside for a while to 
process it, this second step is called incubation. Then you get insight and suddenly the solution to the 
problem seems as clear as daylight. This can happen when you least expect it and often when you are 
doing something not connected to the problem. Insight is followed be verifying and implementation, 
where the solution is tested and executed. This is the part where very creative people fall victims of 
what Sandberg calls the “Leonardo da Vinci syndrome”, which means that they come up with new 
ideas so rapidly that they do not get the time to realize any of them. He also points out that some 
ideas are not possible to implement.     
 

The human mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes 12 

 
Many studied has been done about which factors in the environment that affects creativity. A 
Swedish researcher in the field, Ekvall, has defined ten factors which he found crucial for a creative 
climate. The factors are challenge, freedom, Idea support, trust/openness, dynamism/liveliness, 
playfulness/humor, debates, conflicts, risk taking and idea time.35 
 
According to Ekvall the working climate has to have a large amount of challenge in order to make 
people emotionally involved. He means that this will make members of the organization experience 
their work as joyful and to have a meaning. He also states that freedom is the amount of autonomy 
practiced by the members of an organization. This has shown to generate networking, information 
sharing, problem solving, initiative taking and decision making. After freedom the manner in which 
new ideas are handled is discussed. This affects how people listen and encourage each other. A 
company that supports new ideas often has a positive and constructive atmosphere. Ekvall also 
mentions that “emotional safety” between coworkers is important to make everyone dare to express 
ideas and opinions. Therefore you have to have trust and openness. Something else that also is 
                                                 
33 Sandberg Andres, AlephHandbok, Transhumanistiska Föreningen Aleph, (1997) 
34 Wallas, G. , The Art of Thought. New York: Harcourt, (1926) 
35 Article, Ekvall Göran, Organizational Climate for Creativity and Innovation, F.A. Institute and University of 
Lund, Stockholm, Sweden (1996) 
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important to have is liveliness, which means that new events happen all the time and that the 
dynamisms in the situation make people think in new ways and trough new perspectives. 
The spontaneity and ease that is shown among the members of an organization creates a relaxed 
atmosphere which according to Ekvall enhances creativity. This comes through playfulness and 
humor. The information sharing can be conducted in different ways and two ways that Ekvall 
mentions is debating and trough conflicts. Trough debating people get their ideas herd and also get to 
hear others ideas, which can lead to insights and reflection. Conflicts are usually seen as a negative 
thing, but a certain amount of conflicts can make people more impulsive and inventive about the 
subject. Risk taking, which is mentioned next, is about how tolerant an organization is to uncertainty. 
When organizations allow a certain level risk, by letting people try their ideas and suggestions, it is 
supporting creativity. The last thing is maybe the most troubling for companies today and that is 
time. Time is always an issue, but according to Ekvall a company will not evolve if no one in the 
organization is allowed time to think outside instructions and planned routines. Evolvement is crucial 
in the rapidly changing industry today.   

3.1.2 Creativity methods 
Many sources also state that in order to be creative one must first receive the appropriate tools. 
Laurie Dunnavant, a founding fellow of the Innovation University at 3M (Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing), expressed herself like this;  
 
“You can’t forcefeed creativity. But you can create an environment that encourages it. At 3M, we’re 
building an Innovation and Learning Center to do just that… The center offers books, videos and 
technical training items geared to spark new thinking. We understand that an innovation center can’t 
transform people who don’t have the internal drive and desire to create. But we also know it doesn’t 
work to urge people to think outside the box without giving them tools to climb out.”36 
 
The appropriate tools in this case can be different creative methods and which method that is most 
suitable can vary based on situation. According to Goldenberg and Mazursky37 creativity methods 
can vary on three different levels.  
 
First it can be either generalized or specific. Many state that a method grows weaker the more 
generalized it is and that specified methods generate better results in the end. The downside is that 
the more focused a method is the more it has to be adapted for every situation. This takes time and 
effort, which is a scares commodity in companies today. The authors claim that specified methods 
are worth the trouble in the end, but they are developing and selling a specified idea, so one can 
question the objectivity of their opinion.  
 
The second issue discussed is if the method is trying to enhance randomness or it is analytical and 
focused. Methods who advocate more randomness see it as a great contributor of creativity. This can 
be true, but it is hard to become unrestrainedly creative, often one needs a frame to know where to 
paint the picture.  
 
A method can also be “managing” the ideation session or have the approach to manage the cognitive 
process. The first approach has the purpose to help people to generate and document new and 
feasible ideas. The second one tries to help people think in new ways and teach them how to think in 

                                                 
36 Bharadwaj Sundar, Menon Anil, Making Innovation Happen in Organizations: Individual Creativity Mechanisms, 
Organizational Creativity Mechanisms or Both?, Emory University, Robert C. Business School, Atlanta, Elsevier 
Science Inc. (2000)  
37 Jacob Goldenberg and David Mazursky, Creativity in product innovation, Cambridge University Press, 2002.  
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order to release all the potential creativity that hibernates in every human. Both methods aim at 
helping people overcome obstacles that usually occurs when someone tries to create, improve, 
combine or invent something.  
 
You cannot mandate productivity; you must provide the tools to let people become their best. 

Steve Jobs 12 

3.2 Innovation3.2 Innovation3.2 Innovation3.2 Innovation    

 
o what is innovation? Many people are shaking their heads by now thinking; “this report 
has just described creativity and now they are going to begin to describe something that is 
just a synonym to the previous”. Therefore this part begins with clarifying the difference 
between creativity and innovation. Here the opinions vary and because no agreements on a 
common definition have been established there are no completely right answers. Theodore 

Levitt, an American economist and professor at Harvard Business School, stated that “Creativity is 
thinking up new things. Innovation is doing new things.” This statement summarize in a good way 
the definition this report has chosen to hold on to, with the addition that the innovation process is the 
process from idea to market implementation and that creativity is an ongoing activity that is active all 
through the process in different forms. Swaminathan, Chief Scientist at Accenture in Chicago, 
express that innovation for any company “comes from a systemic mind-set that embraces and 
nurtures creative ideas.” Furthermore he stated that “creativity does not necessarily result in 
innovation, but there is no innovation without creativity".38 This view of creativity and innovation 
being closely linked agree with the view of the connection between the subjects that is considered in 
this report.  Even if it is true that creativity can exist without innovation it is only the ideas that 
become innovations that generate profit. Therefore it is crucial for any company to survive today in 
market conditions where “survival of the fittest” is the custom, to have innovation as well. 
 
Many studies have been done in the purpose to try and establish which factors that influence, drives 
and supports innovation. At Bradford University School of Management a tool to investigate 
innovation on companies has been developed which is called the Innovation Compass.39 In this 
report factors within four areas are stated that are supposed to cover the term innovation on a 
company. The areas are leadership, teams, structure and output.  

3.2.1 Leadership 
Within the field of leadership Transformational leadership and Transactional leadership are the 
factors mentioned. Transformational leadership refers to charismatic and inspirational leader that 
supports and empower their team members. Transactional leadership means a leader that try to steer 
their project members through different reward and control mechanisms. 

                                                 
38 
http://www.accenture.com/Global/Services/Accenture_Technology_Labs/R_and_I/KishoreSwaminathan.
htm, 071005, 13:58 
39 Randor J. Zoe, Noke Hannah, Innovation Compass: A Self-audit Tool for the New Product Development Process, 
Bradford University of Management, Blackwell Publishers Ltd (2002) 
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3.2.2 Teams 
The field “teams” include factors that affect how the teams cooperate. The first factor is platform of 

understanding and describes the importance for teams to initially define what knowledge, values and 
assumptions they have in common. The purpose is to improve communication when every one 
knows of each others knowledge levels and to prevent misunderstandings. The nest issue is to 
establish a shared vision in order to secure that everyone is working in the same direction and 
focusing on the right things. The climate is frequently discussed and considered to influent the 
cooperation within a team very much. Randor and Noke (2002) point out the importance of a 
positive atmosphere and advocate the usage of creative methods in order to improve the cohesion of 
the team. After this the article consider the resilience of the team which consider the factors that is 
holding a team back and how to handle the balance between resilience and flexibility is also pointed 
out. Next the Randor and Noke (2002) mean that the appointment of idea owners motivate and 
empower the team members. It is also supposed to make people more committed to their work and 
encourage entrepreneurship. Furthermore the importance of having network activators to act as 
boundary spanners, liaison makers and investigators of recourses for the purpose to enhance the 
knowledge level. Additionally it is important to learn from experience in order to create a stabile 
environment for creativity and idea support. This way you do not have to reinvent the wheel every 
time.  

3.2.3 Structure 
Structure is the next area mentioned and here the article talks about factors that associates with 
working conditions and the organization. First the authors point out the importance of dedicated 
teams. If the team is coherent and permanent or continuously changing affects the dedication and 
should therefore be investigated before a reliable evaluation of the company’s innovation is possible. 
The decision autonomy given to the team members from management is also important. Next the 
authors recommend investigating if the company supports creativity by allowing creative ideas to 
flow through the project and the organization and the novelty of the project compared to other 
projects on the company. It is also crucial to look if the company structure is rigid and formal or fluid 
and ad-hoc in order to estimate the flexibility. Randor and Noke call the factor formality of structure. 
When it comes to the project it is recommended to look at how close to a new development project it 
is and at the maturity of that developed.  

3.2.4 Outcome 
The last field of output involves the outcome of each project. Here the authors looked at the 
innovation, knowledge and productivity. Innovation includes how creative and innovative the 
outcome is compared to routine outcome. The term creativity and innovation is defined differently 
depending on the circumstances and the organization. How much new knowledge that has been 
produced is also relevant to know. The same goes for productivity of non-routine outputs compared 
to routine outputs.    
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3.3 Pedagogy 
 
edagogy,40 the science of learning and understanding the learning process. A program might 
have superior content and inspirational lecturers; still without a supportive pedagogy most of 
the information will not fully reach to the students. This thesis is about developing a program, 
and a program is something that is aimed to students who is expected to gain new knowledge. 
Therefore, the authors focused in an early stage on what the features are that make a student 

receptive to learning. How is it done elsewhere in similar situations? And especially in this case; 
what questions must be answered so knowledge transferred to the student, comes to Accenture’s 
gain. 
 
The traditional learning with students receiving information through lectures is based on the 
cognitive theories. A newer way of learning is called discovery learning41. It is about letting students 
discover how to solve a certain task. They learn by working through a trial and error process to find 
what works and what does not. 
 
This method, although very effective, cannot always be used due to it is very time consuming and 
therefore expensive. Sometimes one can question the effectiveness letting a person discover 
something their manager could have told right away. As often, it is a dispute in the world of 
academics on which path to choose. This report chose a mix of them both. 
 

Sayings about pedagogy which have influenced the authors 

 

An old Chinese proverb 
21 

I hear, I forget 

I see, I remember 

I do, I understand 

 

It is often claimed that the average rate of retention when learning is as follows: 

- 10% of what I read  

- 20% of what I heard 

- 30% of what is seen 

- 50% of what is seen and heard 

- 70% of what the trainee says 

- 90% of what the trainee says and does. 

3.3.1 Feedback 
The main purpose of feedback is to get the respondent to become more self-aware, encouraged to 
develop and grow and knowing of the options of paths to take.  
When giving constructive feedback one should start with the positive, focusing on the behavior that 
has been done well before focusing on the less well done parts. Incorrect behavior can often be 
corrected and mentioned in a positive manner, if the focus is on the aspects that can be improved.  
 
Feedback is used in many parts of the program. Mentors are not only meant to challenge and coach, 
giving feedback to its teams is as big part of their role.  

                                                 
40 Hook Caroline, Foot Margret, Introducing Human Resource Management 4th Edition, Pearson Education 
Limited (2005). 
41 Wikipedia (No date). Discovery learning [On-line]. Available: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discovery_learning [2007, October 9]  

Music notes 
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3.3.2 The learning cycle 
In this section it is explained how the best pedagogy profile for the ILP participant were established. 
This is important due to our findings; a creative person has a special characteristic which suite a 
certain way of learning. 
The learning cycle, see figure L2, is a process that explains which phases a new experience goes 
through before it is stored in back of our heads. The four learning phases and its learning style 21: 
 

1. Having an experience.    Activists 
 

2. Reviewing the experience.   Reflectors 
 

3. Concluding From the experience.  Theorists 
 

4. Planning the next step.   Pragmatists 
 
These steps have four separate learning styles and personalities linked to them. Every one of us falls 
at least in one or two of the learning styles. The learning style Activist is most suitable to our 
purpose; it is the learning style which finds most satisfaction in brainstorming and tackling problems, 
which characterizes a creative person. They like to get involved in whatever is around, tend to be 
enthusiastic in new ideas and techniques. Though, they tend to act first and consider consequences 
later. 
 
So, now when decided that the Activist profile is the best fitted, certain issues arises that one must 
think of when learning students with this learning style 21. 

- The experience from where the Activist is about to learn must be well taught to ensure 
efficiency. 

- Reflection is even more important to an Activist, the activist is on its way to next task if it 
is not helped to reflect, which helps them to remember what have been learned. 

- Encouraging the student to be proactive and to seek themselves for suitable learning 
experiences. 

- Ensure that mistakes are allowed, though is this barrier one of very few hinders in this 
learning style. 

3.3.3 Activist learning technique 
The Activist has its favorite learning techniques. Those are the ones which allow the student to 
participate in the learning process in a efficient way. Such as: 

- Role-play 
- Group discussions 
- Project work 
- Case studies 

Activists become bored faster than others by the lack of involvement required from them when being 
in a passive role; in lectures, watching a film etc. So this should be avoided.  

3.3.4 Reflection 
An activist fits in our purposes very well, though is he/she not perfect. An activist is likely to move 
on without reflecting automatically when being taught. Because of the spontaneous personality our 
aimed learning style is connected to, reflection becomes very important. A reflection exercise of 
various kinds is recommended in the end of every program phase, block or lecture. 
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If not doing so, a bigger part of learned knowledge is lost comparing to other learning styles. 

    
The pedagogy processThe pedagogy processThe pedagogy processThe pedagogy process    
  

 
 

FIG. L3. Learning cycle and its learning styles 
 

3.3.5 Learning objectives 
The learning objectives of the ILP was created due to the model we used to design this program, 
KTH’s model CDIO (Conceive  Design Implement Operate) to design programs,42 which is based on 
a program design model used at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston. The 
fundamental principal in this model is that planning of a program is based on the descriptions of the 
knowledge the program participant is expected to acquire (FIG. L3). In this relationship is 
knowledge included in several different forms, as knowing what (facts), why (understanding) and 
how (skills)? 
 

                                                 
42 Edström Kristina, Instruktioner för formulering av kursmål (learning outcomes), KTH Learning Lab (2006). 
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FIG. L4. Objectives are the foundation of how the program is run and graduated.
22 

 
Criterions for objectives according to CDIO. 

The three most important criterions which is used to form objectives. The objectives shall be: 
 

A. result oriented (Objectives shall express what the participant will be able to accomplish.) 
 

B. examinable (Objectives must be measurable, when have the ILP participant reached 
objectives) 
 

C. level specified (The objectives should be specified in a way that it is clear of which level of 
understanding is designated.) 

 
 
The levels according Bloom’s taxonomi43 
 

1. Knowledge of facts 
2. Understanding 
3. Applicable ability 
4. Analytic (Break apart to components to understand the structure) 
5. Synthesis (Compilation of new patterns and structures) 
6. Valuing (Appraisal through criterions) 

 
 

                                                 
43 Edström Kristina, Instruktioner för formulering av kursmål (learning outcomes), KTH Learning Lab (2006).  

Appendix A.  

Program 

objectives 

 
Examination 

 
Activities 

ILP participant’s knowledge 
and abilities after finished 

What activities 
shall the students 
do to reach the 
objectives. 

What shall the 
student do to 
show that the 
objectives are 
reached. 

Lower level of learning 

Higher level of 
learning, complex 
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4. Empirical results 4. Empirical results 4. Empirical results 4. Empirical results     
The empirical results were obtained from interviews, observation and discussions with relevant 
people within Accenture and externally. Externally there were people from other companies and the 
academic world that are very conversant in creativity, innovation, entrepreneurship and education.  

4.1 Gap analysis4.1 Gap analysis4.1 Gap analysis4.1 Gap analysis  

he result from the gap analysis, consisting of ten interviews with people from different 
career levels on Accenture, generated insight into which areas to focus on. The problem 
areas that was found involved how to be creative and the use of Accenture Labs. The result 
from the interviews also showed that creativity and innovation are closely linked and that 
the things hindering them are very much the same. Many of the interviewees had a hard 

time to describe the difference between the two subjects. 
 
The main parts of the results are presented according to the factors described in the innovation 
compass.44 This method was chosen because it was based on an extensive research of many 
American companies and investigated many areas that are relevant in this report. Due to the focus of 
the report and the scope of the problem there is an additional part about TL. 

4.1.1 Leadership 
When it comes to leadership it was found that the managers strived to be transformational leaders. 
Unfortunately many of them seemed to be too focused on the result and delivering on deadline to 
have time for individual employees. The answers made it sound like the pressure to deliver profitable 
and feasible solutions fast made many managers control their project members to always stay 
focused on the delivery, not allowing out side the box thinking. Accenture have three managerial 
goals and those are business operator, value creator and people developer45. One person interviewed 
mentioned that too many managers forgot the last goal or just prioritized the first two. When the 
person was asked about the reason he referred to career opportunities. Everyone strives to advance 
up the ladder and is afraid of missing out on chances to do so. Career opportunities are handed out 
based on evaluation results and since bad performance through late delivery or unfeasible solution 
and mistakes equals’ bad evaluation reviews, this is something to avoid. The conclusion from this is 
that leadership culture on Accenture is posted to advocate transformational leadership but ends up 
supporting transactional leadership instead. 

                                                 
44 Randor J. Zoe, Noke Hannah, Innovation Compass: A Self-audit Tool for the New Pro
Bradford University of Management, Blackwell Publishers Ltd (2002) 
45 
http://careers3.accenture.com/Careers/India/Career_Options/BusinessProcessO
erExperience/training_development, 071005, 12:15.  
Wireless Telegraph 
Apparatus 

duct Development Process, 

utsourcing/AccentureCare
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4.1.2 Teams 
A consultant’s work is mostly conducted in teams and therefore it is very important to look at how 
the employees interact. According to the results from the interviews and conclusions drawn from 
observations, work structure is quite rigid at the comany. The team seems to have a good platform of 

understanding and a shared vision to deliver feasible solutions on time and to get good reviews. 
They also seem to delegate, appointing idea owners, have network activators and learn from 

experience. Despite all this none of it seem to support innovative and creative work in client projects 
and though they think the same way it is focused on personnel gain.  
 
The project climate varies according to the interviews. Some say that it is very open and others say 
that it is very hierarchical. The answers seem to vary based on country, project manager and what 
career level the person interviewed is positioned on. For example people on lower career levels 
tended to have a larger work load and in a greater extent described the climate as hierarchical. 
Furthermore all of the persons interviewed saw their own office as the most open and criticized the 
other Nordic offices as being behind in this area.  When asked further about the meaning of an open 
project climate on Accenture people mentioned that you could talk freely with people of higher 
career levels and that the atmosphere was positive. However this did not mean that it was all right to 
be spontaneous and impulsively suggest new ideas.  
 
It was found that Accenture are also very strict when it comes to following company methods and 
protocols; they state themselves that this is one of the reasons for their success. This could make the 
resilience in the company high and the flexibility low.  

4.1.3 Outcome 
The outcome is according to the innovation compass measured by the productivity of the project and 
the innovation and knowledge delivered. The amount of knowledge delivered seems to be large and 
all that is estimated by a manager to have potential is stored on a company database called 
Knowledge Exchange (KX).46 The productivity is high due to the common vision to deliver feasible 
solutions fast, but the innovation level of these solutions is low. The interviewees defend themselves 
on this issue with a question of how they can be trusted by their clients if they deliver solutions they 
have not tested before and are a hundred percent sure will work. 

4.1.4 Structure 
The structure is the last field mentioned in the article and the first issue here is the team and company 
structure. The formality of structure is quite rigid and the decision autonomy seems to be low. All 
decisions have to be approved from higher levels and, depending on the scope of the decision, this 
can be a long process. The will to empower employees is not helped by the fixed career path and the 
fact that the teams are contingently changing from project to project. However, within the same 
project the teams will remain the same. When it comes to the novelty and maturity of the projects it 
is quite conservative and much of what they do is taken from earlier projects. The respondents 
mentioned that this depended upon the fact that there was not any time to invent new solutions in the 
projects. The article also discusses new product proximity, but the report will not investigate this 
because of their irrelevance to the company in question and its work. This is based on the fact that 
this issue seems to be more aimed for manufacturing companies.  

                                                 
46 http://careers3.accenture.com/careers/poland/enterprise/traininganddevelopment, 071010, 10:15.  
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4.1.5 Creativity 
The last issue is one of the areas this report has chosen to focus on and involves how much a 
company support creativity. The creativity on Accenture is found to be inhibited due to definition 
problems, project quality, time limitations and personnel gain. 

Definition 

The result showed that many employees saw creativity and creation as the same thing and thought 
that it did not feel that it belonged in their line of work. Despite all this most of the people 
interviewed thought that more creativity would gain Accenture, but it always applied to someone 
else in the organization to be creative. Few of the persons realized that they already were creative in 
every project they participate in, through the problem solving process.  

Project quality 

Though most of the employees seemed to like the idea to be more creative and had many ideas, they 
just could not see how coming up with new things all the time would gain Accenture and the clients 
they serve. They consider themselves to be hired to deliver feasible solutions fast and they are trusted 
to do so because they have done it so many times before and have many solutions in storage which 
they rapidly can apply to any of the client problems. One interview person said; “A customer don’t 
want to pay people to just sit and be creative”. If they were to invent new solutions every time, they 
would never have time to do anything else and the risk that it was not feasible would make the 
clients run in the other direction.  

Time limitations 

An interview person pointed this out by saying “It is hard to find the time because you have to 
concentrate on the task given to you first and finish them as soon as possible”. So the biggest hinders 
they saw were idea time and risk taking.  

Personnel gain  

The final and maybe the most important hinder to be creative that was found deals with the fact that 
employees on Accenture does not see their own gain in being creative. The reason for this lies within 
the reward system at the company which have no outspoken performance goal connected to 
creativity. This means that creative and innovative activities have no effect on career opportunities or 
rewards over all.  

4.1.6 Innovation and Technology Lab 
The place for innovation and creativity in the sense of inventing and creating is in Accenture TL. The 
problem that has been observed here is the lack of knowledge about the institution among Accenture 
employees. One interview person says “The only thing I know is that they are located all over the 
world and that the closest one is in Sophia Antipolice”. Another one states that “I don’t know what 
they do right know, but I think if I looked in my mailbox I could find some newsletter that would 
give me the answer. But you get so much mail, that you don’t have the time“. This is where the 
problem lies, because of the massive amount of mail sent internally on Accenture few have the time 
to read the mails TL sends out. The result is that only a few selected that TL takes contact with, those 
that by their own effort stay updated because of burning interest and some of the people on the 
higher levels that have more time to spare are the ones that know about TL and what they do. An 
analyst within Accenture says: “I think I’ve heard the name, but wouldn’t be able to tell you what it 
is”.  
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4.2. Benchmarking  

ere the authors want to give the findings in different inspirational places we have visited. 

 
 

4.2.1 IDEO47 
IDEO is a very interesting place to visit. They are very much what Accenture is not, in both a 
positive and negative manner. In comparison is Accenture the formal company with very correct and 
formal business look and behavior. IDEO in the other hand is the young and protruding company 
who dares to challenge with new thinking and a very relaxed business image. Not said that they are 
competitors, but both are consulting firms in the technology area. IDEO is more into product 
development, and therefore more creators of inventions than incremental innovation. 
 
The authors expected to learn a lot of creativity motivational aspects from IDEO, the expectations 
were fulfilled. IDEO’s way of creating motivational environments and other “soft” aspects48 to 
enhance creativity were a good experience to see in reality. IDEO does not only promote a certain 
way of working, they really practice it too. The findings are no news to be honest, but news in terms 
of the most inspiring environment? Definitely yes. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

Some of the methods planned to be used in the initial phase of ILP have its roots in the 
experience got from this visit. Further more seems IDEO to have a more positive and relaxed 
atmosphere, this is something that might not fully be adaptable at Accenture’s more formal 
image, but despite the image should not an Accenture consultant be able to have more fun as 
they have at IDEO? 

4.2.2 Technology Labs 
This meeting generated lots of input and confirmation of what the authors concluded in the analysis. 
The discussion was very interesting due to that the authors got an insight of how performance 
focused Accenture really is. This understanding was an important milestone in the project. It is 
essential to know how Accenture collaborate with its clients to realize how innovation can be 
included, if it can? TL has tackled some of the problems the ILP project faced for many years. The 
understanding of what level of innovation an organization as Accenture’s can have, and their 
experience of what is seen as innovation was also very useful information. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

The importance of what kind of innovation is this program intended to teach. Further the 
authors of this report got a confirmation of the ILP collaboration possibility with TL. 

4.2.3 Martin Grimheden, Head of PIE-p education 
Martin is not just at a managerial level at PIE-p program (The national innovation initiative on KTH) 
this project collaborates with, he is involved in running the Course 310 at Stanford as well. We have 
seen him on several occasions and had interesting discussions of the Program structure and content. 
As head of the education department of Pie-p he contributed with valuable information. Martin has 

                                                 
47 http://www.ideo.com/about/, 071030, 15:10 
48 ”Soft Creativity” in concept definition 
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been a channel to other contacts and a proficient opinion for the authors different suggestion. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

It is difficult to directly point out what Martin have resulted in, his input have formed a little 
everywhere. 

4.2.4  Course 310, Pr. Larry Leifer, Dr. Philipp Skogstad, Stanford49 
This program at Stanford is focused on product innovation and creativity through experienced based 
training. They do a considerable amount of research which gives them a lot of scientific data to 
contribute with. Due to the fuzzy aura around the terms creativity and innovation, it is valuable to 
back up the knowledge with thoroughly elaborated data.  
 
This program seeks companies to collaborate with every year and because of that seen as a possible 
business opportunity for Accenture. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

The statistics gotten from 310 which identifies certain exercises as more effective than others 
has hallmarked ILP. The one year long ILP is a good mixture of contents from the 310 course 
and the fellowship program (see 4.2.6). 

4.2.5 David Nordfors, Innovative Journalism, Stanford50 
David runs a department which purpose is to enhance and teach journalists to write about 
Innovation in general. Innovation as a subject is a problem for writers due it does not fit in any 
traditional area. The authors’ desire was to find an opportunity of how to get attention to the ILP. 
David is a good resource to be kept for future publicity. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

Minor contribution while writing this but the meaning to Accenture as a possible channel to 
publicity in the future should not be underestimated. 

4.2.6 Dr. Eric Pineiro and Dr. Ester Barinaga  
Eric and Ester are researching on what the key factors behind Stanford’s success in creating talents 
who often become leaders of society and multi billion companies. The insight through discussion 
with these two was what really innovation and creativity is? To understand innovation and creativity 
one must identify the components of what the terms innovation and creativity consists of. Further 
subjects discussed were: 
– Is the terms Creativity and Innovation really used in a proper and realistic way.  
– Is there really any creative people? Is it not that there only exist creative environments? What can 

be learned from Stanford as a company? 
 

Contribution to ILP: 

Through discussions with these grow ideas to the GPS project. GPS is mainly influenced by 
the fellowship program held at Stanford. Further have their opinions about the importance of 
mapping the components for innovation, been truly educational in the deep understanding of 
the main subject of this project. 

                                                 
49 http://engineering310.stanford.edu/07-08/index.php, 071030, 15:11 
50 http://www.innovationjournalism.org/, 071030, 15:12 
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4.2.7 Kishore Swaminathan, Accenture 
The authors got an opportunity to meet Mr Swaminathan to discuss ILP. Since this man is the 
initiator of the ILP, was this a tremendous chance to get his ideas directly and unaffected as too often 
is the case when people quotes someone. Mr Swaminathan shared his visions of ILP which can be 
summarized in the three steps below:  
 
• The importance of gathering the innovators of Accenture. 
• How can we motivate people to Skunk Work51 and being creative at work instead of outside. 
• Think of the next differentiation for Accenture. 
 
Contribution to ILP: 

Mr Swaminathan’s vision of collecting the Innovators of Accenture is his idea, this is 
supposed to be encouraged by ILP, that a future innovation network foundation is built by 
participating the program. The evaluation and rewarding issues of Accenture’s consultants 
presented in this report has been affected much with Mr Swaminathan’s ideas too.

                                                 
51 Skunk Works “is a term used in engineering and technical fields to describe a group within an organization 
given a high degree of autonomy and unhampered by bureaucracy, tasked with working on advanced or 
secret projects” (No date)[On-line]. Available: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunk_works [2007, October 18] 
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5. Analysis5. Analysis5. Analysis5. Analysis    
Here the results are analyzed and compared with the theory.  
 

5.1 Redefined of the purposes of the ILP 

The purpose with this project was to develop an Innovation Leadership Program (ILP) for Accenture. 
This project examines how innovation and creativity is used and nurtured at Accenture today, and 
how the ILP can enhance the utilization of those at Accenture. Picture L2 (p. 14) illustrates how the 
purposes of Accenture was evaluated by the authors of this report and turned into learning objectives 
and course targets. But before that they where reevaluated and altered to better describe the whishes 
of Accenture and what the authors of this report found during the interviews to be important to 
fulfill. Therefore these new purposes were developed through discussions between Accenture and the 
authors.    
 
The purposes with ILP: 
 
1. To enhance Accenture business opportunities 

Innovation is all about generating new business opportunities. No innovative actions have other 
intentions. That is why this fundamental purpose is written first and should be kept in mind when 
forming the program. 
 

2. To contribute to Accenture’s brand development, to give clients of Accenture confirmation that 

the organization is innovative 

Accenture have stated for long that they are innovative. It is a fundamental core business term for 
Accenture, which must reflect the company’s deliverables. This is part of the differentiation 
strategy too, by giving the customers and others outside Accenture a clear signal, pointing 
towards innovativeness, Accenture aim to separate them from its competitors.  
 

3. If necessary, to create a common definition of innovation and creativity throughout the 

organization. 

This was an issue of very much discussion before the research work of ILP began. The question 
if a common definition existed for creativity and innovation? If yes, was it known through out the 
organization? If no, is it caused by the lack of a definition or the organizations communication 
problems? Either way, the project faced a question that must be answered, in case of totally 
different opinions of the definition; ILP might have to start from a different angle.  
 

4. To facilitate and improve potential channels for Technology Lab in order to enhance their 

profitable activities 

§ Ensure better technology transfer from Technology Labs 

The knowledge of the TS should be used by Accenture’s consultants, signals state that 
this is not the case. If proven true, this might be a bottleneck of Accenture’s possible 
innovativeness today. The possibilities with TL should be big and must be 
investigated. TL is Accenture’s Research and Development (R&D) department. ILP 
ought to be a channel for technology from TL, and there by become a natural link 
between Accenture and the customer. Becoming a part of the technology transfer52 

                                                 
52 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_transfer, 071015 

Very first microprocessor 
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process. 
 

§ Give Technology Labs a new channel to find projects for disruptive technology. 

When the ILP minds collaborate, it will result in new technology for sure and of 
course will this advantage gain of TL. This is one of the strengths with ILP, the ease 
and obvious link to Accenture’s organization. Not to mention when marketing this 
program further in the Accenture organization. 
 
 
 

5. To initiate an innovation network that connects innovative individuals throughout the 

organization to each other 

The authors are believers of Innovation through collaboration, minds networked ought to be more 
creative than results of a single individual. ILP is aiming at the whole organization's innovators 
and a purpose is to keep them together. Since the ILP application process is addressed to a certain 
circle, are ILP-participants expected to be highly motivated and therefore very self-propelled. 
This should result in future cooperation and enhanced business value when people skunk 
working53 find like minded. 
 
The purpose of networking is about:  
- Letting Accenture's innovators to innovate by collaboration. 
- Enhancing the innovativeness of Accenture's innovators by collaboration. 
- Finding the Accenture's innovators. 
 

To attract the best candidate by showing innovative projects. 

As differentiation is a big part of the whole strategy with ILP, a more innovative image of Accenture 
would help to attract the candidates which apprehend Accenture as a very competent and appealing 
employer in many ways, but who also think Accenture do not have projects exciting enough. ILP is a 
perfect opportunity to give Accenture’s formal image some color. 

5.2 Define the size of the gap 

o start with, it is important to show and describe the overall picture of the desired consultant 
at Accenture. We might say it right away; the goals with ILP are set high. This innovative 
person shall act as a superior ambassador for its company. He/she is not only supposed to 
generate new assignments, this consultant is even expected to charge per hour and therefore 
do something innovative for the customer. Upon that, the consultant must find new ways to 

apply TL (Technology Labs) technology at the customer and in return, find new technology at the 
customer for TL to develop further on. During this he should be a happy fellow who never loose 
focus or its endless enthusiasm. 
 
Is there such workers? What is known through this research and first phase of the gap analysis, 
namely the today’s level of knowledge of the becoming ILP participants, is that they already do a 
major of the above, without putting any extra effort into being creative. And that is the key, when 
becoming the perfect consultant without feeling guided, do the desired tasks automatically. It is not 
about just having what it takes, but having what it takes and almost not knowing about it. The extra 

                                                 
53 Skunk Works “is a term used in engineering and technical fields to describe a group within an organization 
given a high degree of autonomy and unhampered by bureaucracy, tasked with working on advanced or 
secret projects” (No date)[On-line]. Available: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunk_works [2007, October 18] 
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effort should come so automatically, that you do not feel that it is above the ordinary. When the extra 
becomes the ordinary, then ILP has reached its goals. 
 
The authors are convinced on that a bigger part of creativity (and innovation) come from the people 
management in a company. People are the company’s value; especially a company’s who make its 
profit from hiring out knowledge, as Accenture do by consulting customers. That is why these people 
should be kept motivated. Reason to that is; motivated people tend to push a little extra, they spread a 
well being which in turn affects the surroundings. Seen from a group psychology perspective, one 
should strive for the snowball effect. The bigger the motivated group grows, the easier it affects the 
others. This might be old news but seen from Accenture’s perspective, and their strive to build 
Innovation into the organization; it is about the factors which motivate people. 
 
According to the authors are the results from Göran Ekvall’s ten factors54 research all about 
motivational aspects, it might not be literally stated but the ten factors can easily be linked to 
motivation, the same is it when studying the Innovation compass.55 The areas in it are all as simple to 
deduce to motivation.  
 
So when defining the gap from the analysis, it is important to understand what aspects the focus is 
on. What parameters should be on a high level and what should not. So what is the situation like at 
Accenture, the consultant’s future abilities are stated in the objectives for the ILP, we have also 
discussed what the foundation for the aspects stated in the objectives are, namely motivation. Down 
below is the analysis of the findings divided into the areas according to the innovation compass. 

5.2.1 Leadership 
Accenture promotes transformational leadership but ends up with the traditional transactional. One 
can question if this is a deliberate strategy from the management? Though is this unknown. This rise 
a subject to discuss? 
 
Might transactional leadership be a better choice for Accenture, and for what gain? 

We do know that the Consulting business is very customer driven, as all businesses and product 
developments for that matter. But through a more extensive customer interaction compared to other 
businesses, might the consulting business be more forced to adapt to outer influences. What it seems 
is that the customer has much more control of the business in consulting. Nothing strange with that, 
but there might be a connection when a customer can affect the decision making directly instead of 
indirectly as in the traditional product development. If thinking about conventional product 
development, development is driven in a different sense due to often it is unknown what the 
customer wants. If the customer’s desire is unknown, it is simply harder to let them influence the 
business in the same way than in consulting. So let us ask ourselves, can a customer’s closeness in a 
project have an effect on what kind of leadership a company practices?  
 
A company as Accenture is good in adapting their knowledge to customers. This is a statement that 
is backed up by several interview candidates, generally Accenture deliver products that are delivered 
earlier to someone else. They deliver old creativity. Of course is this an over statement, but might it 
be this way? Accenture’s, as many other consulting firm’s success is in their ability to adapt their 
earlier gained knowledge at a new customer’s platform. If this is the case, it might be better with 

                                                 
54 Article, Ekvall Göran, Organizational Climate for Creativity and Innovation, F.A. Institute and University of 
Lund, Stockholm, Sweden (1996) 
55 Randor J. Zoe, Noke Hannah, Innovation Compass: A Self-audit Tool for the New Product Development 
Process, Bradford University of Management, Blackwell Publishers Ltd (2002) 
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transactional leadership. As a simile an assembly line can be mentioned. The leadership there is very 
much transactional because every element in the assembly line process does not need creativity to 
become efficient. All the above is very generally speaking. There must be departments at Accenture 
too where transformational leadership is practiced, such as TL, the authors’ short visit at TL did 
unfortunately not give any confirmation in neither direction. 
 
Why is the message from Accenture that the practiced leadership is the opposite, namely 
transformational leadership? First of all, times are good for employers nowadays; people might be a 
little spoiled with social welfare and unions today. If someone should openly state that their policy is 
to run an old fashioned leadership style, that statement would not make that certain very popular, 
would it? So, Accenture seems to have chosen the path were they satisfy the most needs. Ultimately, 
the author’s statement is not that Accenture’s message with their leadership is wrong. It is a 
subjective judgment of what fits into these leadership terms and what does not.  

5.2.2 Teams 
The phrase “you get what you measure” seems to be a suitable subject to analyze here. From the 
result chapter it is known that Accenture have a well functioning work methodology on which many 
rely their tasks and project processes, and so they should. Every interview candidate praised the 
ADM (Accenture Delivery Methods) which is an umbrella term for the methodologies used at 
Accenture. The fact that the ADM seems to be popular tells certain satisfactory from the Accenture 
staff.  
 
Why are they satisfied you might ask? Can it be as simple as it sounds, that the ADM just fills their 
purposes? As well formulated and thought through as the ADM is, as smart is Accenture’s rewarding 
and career progress system. All consultants know exactly what it is required to reach next career 
level, and this system does neither include creativity nor innovation. This is much of the dilemma at 
Accenture, if they really want to stand out as an effective and innovative company, they might be 
forced to take a step back from the line production mechanism they are so good at. Of course can this 
be combined to some level, but the question is. How innovative is enough? 
 
Another issue is how creativity supporting is the team’s work environment? What the interviews 
showed was the many pronouncements of the open climate and the possibility to speak freely cross 
career levels. Though there were some other signals that came from the lower career levels such as 
the entry level as a newly graduated. This was interesting since the main focus was to interview only 
from the manager level, it may have affected the characteristics of the answers. So, the lower career 
levels might not fully agree on the “speak freely” and open environment, which is an important piece 
in the creativity puzzle. If that is the case, it is contradictory given that ILP is about giving Accenture 
some innovative aura, should not the lower career levels be as innovative? Still, the open climate 
issue is only one of the many pieces in the creativity puzzle.  

5.2.3 Outcome 
As discussed earlier, Accenture seems to be, as its other colleague consulting firms, more customer 
driven than a traditional manufacturing company. Consulting is by definition to advice, to advice one 
should know what to advice about, which make the adviser a professional. When customers address 
to Accenture they need help with a task that they expect to get help in. The subject area is probably 
inside Accenture’s field of knowledge, for example something within IT. The deliverable ought to be 
very pre determined. So, is the deliverable innovative and creative? It is to the customer by definition 
if it helps the customer’s business, is new and in some extent it must do, otherwise should Accenture 
run fast out of business. The authors’ opinion is that the incremental innovation from Accenture’s 
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view is easy to forget, the little new things that is found in a project and practiced in another. This is 
innovation too but not in a sense that gets the recognition it sometimes deserves. Otherwise is the 
deliverables as expected, high quality solutions in time, which solve the customer’s problem. Not to 
forget, the solution is according to the customer’s will. This seldom leaves any space for creativity. If 
creativity really is ordered, Accenture will certainly find a way to solve that problem too, but those 
kinds of projects are more likely to end at companies such as IDEO, who make creativity as their 
branded business. Accenture delivers performance regardless of the novelty of the solution.  

5.2.4 Structure 
Accenture is what the authors believe as a very American company. Of course adapted to its local 
markets where they operate, but still with a very hierarchical decision making and a very pre 
determined career levels. It is not stated but the workload seems to be very American as well, more 
hierarchic management and less responsibility at the non-managerial levels. Individuals who manage 
to progress in their career, can look forward to more and more privileges instead of obligations. This 
should be quite a creativity hindering fact; this was also confirmed when interviewing people cross 
the Atlantic. Less responsibility were trusted to employees in USA, more in Scandinavia. It is not a 
huge difference, but it is there. Given that Accenture is a company who will continue delivering 
performance and by that meaning qualitative and feasible solutions based on Accenture’s knowledge 
and experience, they might continue monitoring how the work is done. The monitoring is simply by 
following methods and working in a very structured way, should the creativity grow out of indirect 
support as openness, trust, dynamism/liveliness etc. [ekvall]. Certain amount of creativity can be 
generated with methods as well, though with imminent risk it is understood as an extra on top of the 
existing methods, and therefore added workload. So, becoming creative without using methods is a 
little in contradiction with the American way of running the company. 

5.2.5 Creativity 
As mentioned in results chapter, the term creative has sometimes a “let us think crazy” aura around 
it. This comes probably from a belief that only making inventions need creativity. This is wrong due 
to the whole innovation process need creative thinking. Though is this a minor problem and the 
overall signal is that Accenture consultants realize the importance of creativity. What showed is the 
opinion of creativity need, “but not from me”. This is probably because of the workload and that 
creativity is time consuming. This is one of the signals which have convinced the authors why the 
indirect “soft” creativity56 have its advantages. 

Project quality 

Quality of delivered projects is just outstanding. This is Accenture’s strength today in their 
competition, but the competitors are closing in. Accenture’s tag line is “performance delivered” and 
this they live up to. If thinking metaphorically of cars, you could say Accenture is a Volvo. It does 
what it is designed to do and it seldom breaks down, but it might not be that innovative from an 
outsider’s viewpoint either, but it keeps Accenture rolling. However, what Accenture want to 
become is a BMW, little more appealing than the others. 

Time limitations 

When the customer pay per hour, and they pay a significant amount too, it is understandable that a 
solution which just fill the purpose is chosen. The customer wants to pay as little as possible and if a 
company sets the price tag too high, they most probably risk loosing the customer to a competitor. 
Further more, as discussed earlier, the customer’s insight into its investment directly hinder too 
creative debauches. 

                                                 
56 See page 33 
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Work conditions at Google are recognized very motivating, e.g. 20% of total work time is 
encouraged to be spent on private projects what the employed just consider as fun. This kind of 
creativity booster is occasionally mentioned, above the motivational effect, it most probably would 
add projects for Technology Labs when letting people to discover. Though is this a very expensive 
action to take for a company who is that dependent having everyone out on an assignment most of 
the time. Upon that is Google a company in such success now, they might afford it too regardless the 
end results of their creativity strategy. When the good times turn to worse, one can ask if this strategy 
is a permanent investment? 
 
When accomplishing the Gap Analysis interviews, this subject showed to be one of the biggest issues 
and the interviewees’ believed hinders of creativity. Where can they add more when the time is just 
enough for the ordinary tasks? 
 
The authors’ opinion is that much can be done in improving the creativity area at Accenture; if done 
correctly can the experience of “additional task“ be eliminated. This is what soft creativity is about, 
to affect your senses so it will motivate and enthuse through working in a certain way in a certain 
environment. 

Personnel gain 

The interviewees did not see a point in being creative; no blame due no one has really stated the 
importance of it either. The company message which advocates creativity, seems to be 
communicated in to the organization ineffectively. The shortcoming of evaluation and rewarding in 
creativity might be connected to the measurement problems in the area. It is not a policy for 
Accenture to give any bigger monetary bonuses either. Anyhow is recognition of a job well done 
always a signal which encourages repeating some behavior, and the recognition do not need to be 
only about money, maybe a little, but not only. 

5.3 Technology Lab 

he consequence that follows due to the lack of internal knowledge about Technology Labs 
(TL) is that the utility levels of the competence within TL and the things they develop are 
low in client projects. The consultants rarely use TL or offer their services to clients and 
when asked they do not even seem to see the potential in doing so. This is yet again based 
on the assumption that clients to Accenture want guaranteed feasible solutions and that the 

only way to ensure this is to deliver solutions that have already been tried out in similar situations. It 
is even stated by the consultants in the interviews that it is their high experience level that the clients 
pay for.  

5.3.1 Broaden service portfolio 
According to several sources trends are showing that companies are outsourcing more complex and 
intellectual demanding services then before. Examples of outsourcing areas are product 
development, research, logistics and marketing. An option could therefore be to increasingly take on 
the research and development part of a company, this way TL could conduct more profit generating 
activities without any middlemen. In the market today where more and more of a company’s work is 
outsourced and only the core competence is valued to have in-house there are huge potential to 
broaden the service portfolio. An outsourcing guide by Bertil Danared57 states that outsourcing of 
research and development is enhancing. He also means that this will lead to smaller and more 
innovative companies, due to their increased flexibility and concentrated resources.   

                                                 
57 Bertil Danared, Outsourcing – en guide, TietoEnator Public & Healthcare AB 
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This is however something that some people at Accenture seems unwilling to do. Accenture mean 
that they already have a workload that exceeds what they can handle and that differentiation or to 
expand the business portfolio is not necessary. Some even seem to think it would hurt Accenture 
more then it would gain. They mean that it would make the clients feel confused, suspicious and 
insecure. This could make them turn to a competitor instead. However there is also the possibility 
that already existing clients see it as an opportunity to reduce their already large network of 
suppliers, outsourcing partners and alliances. They could through Accenture turn to one partner 
instead of many to get help within several different areas of expertise. New clients could also be 
gained. These companies could through changes in Accenture see it as a more appealing company to 
cooperate with. As Edward Yourdon states in his book OUTSOURCE: Competing in the Global 

Productivity Race that “Outsourcing isn't going to disappear, and given the success that many 
companies have begun enjoying during the past few years, it's not likely to level off anytime soon.”58 
 
One of the reasons why employees within Accenture do not see this potentials as worth investing in 
is that they seem to look more in short terms than in long terms. This seems to be common in 
consulting firms where everything have to happen fast and accurate the first time. But to stay ahead 
of competition it is necessary to think in long terms to see what is coming tomorrow and not just 
what is happening today.  

5.3.2 Communication channels 
During the discussion with personnel at TL about innovation and creativity at Accenture they stated 
that the creativity among consultants should be at an incremental level and that the real innovation 
should happen within the Labs. They meant that consultants should innovate and not create.  They 
meant that consultants through problem solving could improve and change an already existing idea, 
but leave the development of completely new solutions to TL.  
 
The interviews has shown that many of the consultants also think that they should not conduct any 
creating activities and mean that Accenture should have an internal department that handled that area 
for them, because they still think creative activities should exist within the company.  
 
Here we see a typical case of communication failure. Two departments that are of the same opinion 
and could help each other, but fail to do so because they do not communicate. When asked about 
this, TL stated that they do not have the time or the resources to contact every consultant and keep 
track of all projects or clients connected to the company to which of them they could help. Although 
TL tries to locate and establish some contacts with relevant projects and clients, they mean that it 
was mainly up to the consultants to contact them when they had the need for TL services.  

5.3.3 Communication barriers 
When developing new communication channels it is important to first establish the barriers in order 
to build a tool to overcome them. Here a study of the communication and cooperation between the 
marketing and the R&D department is used as an example. The reason is similarities between the 
two cases such as differences in working conditions, different parts of the organization, their work 
tasks are different but linked in a way that they both can gain from cooperation and communication 
with each other. The big difference is that these barriers mainly act as direct hinders for TL and not 
for the consultants, in the sense of to perform their every day work. But this could hinder for the 

                                                 
58 Edward Yourdon. (2004) OUTSOURCE: Competing in the Global Productivity Race, Prentice Hall  
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consultants as well, especially in the long term, in the sense that it hinders them from delivering even 
better and profitable solutions to their clients.  
 
Griffin and Hauser called found five major barriers for communication and cooperation. These were 
personality, cultural thought world, language, organizational responsibility and physical barriers.59 
 
Personality does not seem to be that big of a problem at Accenture mainly because the people 
working in the departments seem to have the most values and assumptions, about how to interact and 
work, in common. The only big thing that differentiates is the knowledge. The people working in the 
Labs often have been working as consultants at first and later joined the department of TL. This 
gives them an insight in the work of the consultants, but because of this enhanced knowledge it feels 
like their way of thinking has been altered a little bit since they stopped working as consultants. The 
reasons for this can be that they do not work directly with clients anymore, that they work with the 
same people all the time, that they have more space for creating and creativity or that they have more 
liberate deadlines and work conditions. This bring this report to the conclusion that one barrier in this 
case could be cultural thought world instead of personality. This is not due to lack of knowledge 
from TL side, but to assumptions about how the other department should work. TL seem to think of 
themselves as the creating part of the company and that the consultants and the clients as the users of 
their creations. These cultural differences may, according to Griffin and Hauser, “be the most 
difficult of all communication barriers to reduce or eliminate”. Here they suggest, as this report have 
done earlier, to build trust between the functions through enhanced knowledge about each other.  
 
This assumption that TL have about creativity on Accenture and which people who are entitled to it 
lead this report to the next barriers, namely cultural thought world and organizational responsibility. 
The differences connected to what the departments see as their core responsibility against Accenture. 
They both see the core responsibility as bringing in profit for Accenture, but the difference lies in 
how they do it. TL wants to keep Accenture ahead of competition, make it possible for Accenture to 
offer the latest Technology to their customers and differentiate Accenture by being a company who 
is ready for the future and not only performing in the present. Here the consultants are more focused 
on the now, have a much shorter aiming point and strives to fulfill the clients current needs.  
 
This results in differences in the view of what clients need and requests today. These views 
contradict each other because TL wants to offer the clients something new, which include a certain 
amount of risk, and risk is something forbidden in client projects from a consultants point of view. 
The consultants prioritize the time and feasibility of a solution in front of novelty and future 
potentials, which can be due to the rewards systems that were discussed earlier in this chapter. To 
sum it up these organizational barriers arise due to different time focus and therefore different task 
prioritizing and responsibilities towards Accenture. According to the article these factors are 
controlled by top management and it is often there the problem lies. Here the middle managers on the 
rise are pointed out as one of the bigger contributors to this problem area. The authors mean that it is 
crucial for managers to lead the way in order to change differences of cultural views, such as those 
discussed above, but it is here the managers often fail. They state that because middle managers 
“have become proficient and successful under the old system, many are reluctant to change to new 
operating rules and philosophies.” The solution that are recommended here, and that this report also 
have been discussing, is to adapt the reward and evaluation systems. This combined with new 
knowledge in the area can make the department see potential opportunities gained cooperation that 
they did not see before.  

                                                 
59 Abbie Griffin and John R. Hauser (1996). Integrating R&D and Marketing: A Review and Analysis of the 
Literature, The University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business, Elsevier Science Inc.  
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The article also mention language as a problem, but this does not seem to be a problem here, which 
can be due to the common background in consulting for both parties.  
 
Last factor to be mentioned is physical barriers and here are the biggest barriers in this case, along 
with communication channels. These two barriers affect each other so much that they in many ways 
can be seen as the same problem. It is in great part because of the distance that the consultants have 
so little knowledge of the TL, which hinders the consultants to see the potentials of TL and what they 
do, which makes the consultants prioritize other things in their projects and other mail in their 
mailboxes, which finally contributes to the failure of the communication channels. Griffin and 
Hauser state that physical barriers often isolate Research and Development (R&D), which can be 
compared to TL in this case, from other departments in the organization. They also mean that 
distances make “chance meetings, serendipitous information transfer and problem clarification in the 
hall around the coffee machine” happen more seldom. This can cause face-to-face communication 
between the groups to become inconvenient, which can lead to decision-making delays. This can also 
enhance other barriers such as separate thought worlds, jargon-filled languages and increased 
perceptions of personality differences.31 Furthermore the probability for two people to communicate 
at least once a week drops off rapidly when there physical distances between them. This can be 
compared to the probability of communication stated in another article to be less then 10% at offices 
separations of 10 meters.60   
 
A solution for this should again be, apart from the obvious to relocate the departments, is to improve 
or develop new communication channels.  

5.3.4 Summation  
All of these barriers above are discussed for the reason that they are seen as hinders for Accenture’s 
internal functions to cooperate optimally as a whole and make the company even more profitable. 
Therefore all of these solutions should lead to the generation of new business opportunities and 
differentiate Accenture from the competition further. It can also make TL a more profitable part of 
the company if they conducted more value creating work directly towards the clients. Therefore they 
should strive to make themselves more available both for the consultants and the clients. Availability 
is gained through better internal marketing and new channels of communication, which will improve 
the consultants and the clients understanding of how to use the technology developed in their work. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
60 Allen, Thomas J. (1986). Managing the flow of technology. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.    
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6. Program structure6. Program structure6. Program structure6. Program structure    
 
This internal leadership program is intended for employees on the consultant level and aims to 
enhance the innovation thinking, build innovation networks and create a common definition of what 
the term innovation means on Accenture. 
 
According to this purpose a set of learning outcomes were established, see appendix 1. These targets 
constitute the base for the program structure and content.  
 

6.1 Criterions6.1 Criterions6.1 Criterions6.1 Criterions    

ased on the findings in the gap analysis where learning outcomes formulated, according to 
which the criterions for the three cornerstones of the program were written. The three 
cornerstones in the ILP are Participant, Project and Client. The participants will during the 
program try to find new business opportunities trough observing projects and clients. The 
inspiration to the Program structure came from the external benchmarking on Stanford.  

6.1.1 Forming the learning objectives 
What do we want to achieve with ILP? That question was then, and is very fundamental in 
developing ILP. Initially the authors of this report established the values at Accenture, that ILP 
ought to concern with.  

- Enhance Accenture business opportunities. 
 

- If necessary, create a common definition at Accenture of creativity and innovation. 
 

- Accenture’s brand development, to ensure customers of Accenture’s innovativeness. 
 

- Attract the best candidates; be able to show innovative projects. 
 

- Ensure better technology transfer from TL. 
 

- Give Tech Labs a new channel to find projects for disruptive technology. 
 
 
As the values were identified, was the next step to think of what actions make a person create the 
values. What is lacking in a consultants personality, knowledge, behavior, networks etc?  After 
some brainstorming sessions a picture grew and the certain features were identified. These 
features were categorized and grouped. After broken to components we started to find certain 
characteristics, which lead to 15 course objectives, see appendix 1.  
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6.1.2 Participants 
The targeted recruiting group for participants is consultants within Accenture and the application 
form will be sent out through the internal information channels on the company. In excess of the 
form the mail will include an invitation letter that includes a short program description which states 
what the participant can gain from attending the program. To insure that the mail is read the closest 
Chief executive officer (CEO) will act as sender. The reason for this is that the survey has shown that 
the massive amount of mail received makes people prioritize what mail to read depending on the 
sender. By choosing not to send the mail just to certain target people can apply themselves in the 
purpose to get motivated participants. The requirements for the participants, see appendix 2, are 
formulated according to the learning outcomes.   

6.1.3 Projects and clients 
In the application forms the appliers get to come with suggestions on projects with clients that they 
think would suit this program and write a reason. The reasons for clients to participate are among 
other things the opportunity to get publicity, to get a better relationship with a big company as 
Accenture, enhance their reputation as innovative, open minded and risk taking.  
 
Requirements: 

Loyal clients  
Have connection to one or more of the participants 
The projects in the project portfolio preferably from different areas in the firm. 
Clients that is not afraid of risk taking 

6.2 Program6.2 Program6.2 Program6.2 Program    

he program will consist of an initial theoretical part and predominant practical part. The 
theoretical part involves a two days long kickoff with an introduction, networking 
opportunities with the other participants and relevant lectures in subjects they will have use 
for later in the second part of the program. The last day of the kickoff will be dedicated to 
introduce and give the participants information of the content, milestones and requirements 

of the practical part the program.  
 
The practical part of the program is meant to develop the innovative thinking of the participants in 
the purpose to find new and profitable business opportunities.  It is shaped to be conducted parallel to 
the participants’ ordinary work in client projects in order to minimize the consultants time away from 
work. It is divided into three segments which each deals with different parts of the innovation 
process and a fourth segment in which the participants are allowed to use what they have gained in 
the previews. The first three segments is called Gathering, Problem and Solution and is shortened 
GPS. The Gathering and the Problem parts is analytical and involves observation, problem finding, 
problem evaluation and problem prioritizing. The Solution part is more practical and involves 
solution finding, evaluation and selection. In the last part of the program each pair is asked to write a 
presentation their conclusions which they will present in front of a board of internal and external 
experts. A winner will be selected who will be awarded a prize.   
 
Throughout the program the participants will be allotted mentors for guidance, feedback and support.  
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6.2.1 Connection to learning outcomes 
This table illustrates which program activity that fulfills each learning outcome. The learning 
outcomes are listed in order with corresponding course activity and motivation.   

1. The participants get the knowledge of how to find, solve and sell a project to potential 
clients, through presenting a problem solution they developed to an expert jury. The 
problem symbolizes the project and the jury can be seen as clients.(Block 4) 

2. By solving a problem with a person of different background the participants get forced to 
see the problems from new perspectives. (Block 3) 

3, 4, 5.  The theory about the subjects will be gained during the theory lessons on day one of the 
Kickoff. The participants will asked to use this knowledge later when they come up with 
and select a solution to the problem. These two parts of the program will together give the 
participant both theoretical and practical knowledge of the subjects. (Kickoff day 1, block 
3) 

6. The theory gained from lessons during the kickoff will be practiced during the problem 
solving activities in block 3. This will give the participants practical and theoretical 
experience.  (Kickoff day 1, block 3) 

7. Network in the purpose to build and establish contacts will be encouraged throughout the 
program by mentors, management and lecturers. The participants will also be introduced 
to different networking tools that can be used to facilitate. Due to the fact that networking 
already is a big part of the organization no lecture has been dedicated to the subject during 
the kickoff. The participants is presumed to know the theory behind it well enough already 
t know its benefits.   (All through the program) 

8. Just as in cases above the participant receives the theory during the kickoff and practice it 
later in the program. The practical experience will be gained in all blocks, because it is 
necessary to be flexible whether you identify, investigate, solve or present a problem. 
(Kickoff day 2, block 1-4) 

9. Through solving the problems found in block 1. Here the participants will practice the 
creative methods they learned during the kickoff. (Block 3) 

10. By working in pairs the participants will be forced to find ways to share information, 
results and knowledge with each other. Through observing, reflecting and questioning the 
today’s information infrastructure in a project GPS-teams will get an insight to the 
impotency of information sharing. (Block 1-4) 

11. In block 4 the participants will be asked to deliver a convincing presentation of the final 
results from the program. This will be done in front of an expert jury who will elect the 
best presentation. (Block 4) 

12. Through cooperation throughout the program, encouragement from mentors and 
theoretical knowledge the participants will experience the benefits first hand. (Kickoff day 
2, block 1-4) 
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13. The participants will receive theoretical knowledge during the kickoff which they will use 
in the implementation part of the solution established in block 3. (Kickoff day 2, block 3) 

14. This subject will be discussed during the kickoff and the participants will have this in mind 
when they observe a project in block 1 and look for problems. (Kickoff day 2, block 1) 

15. When the participants evaluate and investigate the problems and its backgrounds it 
includes comparing them to the managerial goals. (Block 2) 

6.2.2 Kickoff  
The kickoff is two days long and each day has a different aim. To get an overview see appendix 4.  
 
Day 1 
The first day is dedicated to explain why one should be innovative in its work and clarify what 
innovation means on Accenture. The schedule looks as follows: 
 
The day begins at 8 am with a mutual breakfast where participants will be introduced to each other 
and get a first opportunity to mingle. The breakfast ends with an exercise where everyone describes 
their breakfast routine to the person next to them and then tries to come up with a solution that could 
facilitate the other ones routines. Through questioning the other person’s story is facts found that 
give the desired insight of improvement possibilities in normal standard behavior. This is meant to 
show how effortless, effective and easy creativity can be. They will also be given a gadget to hold on 
to and think up suggestions to improve it during the day.  
 
After this the participants are introduced to subject creativity through an inspirational lecture about 
the benefits of and the need for it. The purpose is to give the participants something that will make 
them react and take hold of, which can make see their own benefits of being creative. The lecturer 
could either be someone from within Accenture or externally. But if it is someone external this 
person most be someone that Accenture employees respect and will listen to. A suggestion is the 
experienced and inspirational lecturers whose name is Theo and Fredrik Härén.61 
 
This is followed of an introduction lecture about the purposes and visions of the program from 
Accenture’s point of view and a presentation about TL and what they do. This lecture is preferably 
held by a technical visionary person from within Accenture with good knowledge of the program and 
its background. Besides informing the participants of Accenture’s visions the lecture should have the 
purpose to give the participants, who at this point should be a bit shaken from the previous lecture, a 
solid base to build from during the rest of the program. 
 
After lunch the presentation about TL is followed up with a discussion where the participants are 
asked to think of suggestions to improve TL connection in-house consultants all over the world and 
to the industry.  
 
The next lesson is theoretical and here the participants receive the first part of their innovation 
toolbox, containing tools and methods that can be useful during the project part of the program. The 
first part includes tools as Blue Ocean and knowledge of disruptive innovation.  
 

                                                 
61 http://www.interesting.org/default.asp, 071005, 14:05 
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This is followed by a practical lesson where the theoretical knowledge is used to find potential 
improvement areas to the gadget received during breakfast.  
 
After this the innovation toolbox is complemented with creativity methods, such as brainstorming, 
brain writing, brain sketching, etc. During this lesson it is also discussed different categories of 
creativity methods and when to use which category.  
 
The creativity lesson is also followed by a practical lesson where the participants get to use the 
knowledge gained.  Here the participants get to use a creativity method in order to find a solution to 
the problem area of the gadget that they found earlier.  
 
The last lecture of the day summarizes the key items of the day. The summary is followed by dinner 
where the participants get an excellent opportunity to mingle and network with each other. They will 
be released for the day with the task to think of a situation where they were innovative in their work 
on Accenture.  
 

Day 2 
As the first day this day begins with a mutual breakfast. The discussion for the day is the assignment 
the got the previous night and everyone will be asked to share such a situation. The purpose is to 
show everyone that there are different types of innovative thinking and creativity.  
 
This is followed by a lecture held of someone from within Accenture, about how to be creative and 
innovative on Accenture. The purpose is to show the participants that you can be creative on 
Accenture even if you do not necessarily invent something. Give them a “if he can, so can I”-feeling 
and to introduce some creative methods.  
 
After that the participants is asked to write pres and cons of being innovative on Accenture. The 
exercise is followed by a discussion about the result where most of the cons should be dealt with.  
 
This afternoon is dedicated to the project part of the program and begins with a lecture about the key 
ingredients to a creative work environment. Here subjects such as the importance of motivation and 
reflection, both in your role as a leader and in your own work, and positive thinking. The reason is to 
yet again to get the participants to react and draw parallels to how this could affect them in their own 
work.  
 
This is followed by an introduction to the project part of the program. This lecture gives the 
participants a complete description of how the project part works, including milestones, mentors, and 
assignments.  
 
This is followed by a discussion where all the participants get to give a short description of the 
project they will be involved in during the program. 
 
The rest of the day is devoted to project arrangements that are necessary for the continuing program. 
For example dividing the participants into pairs, deciding who should investigate which project and 
allotting mentors.  
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6.2.3 Project GPS 
The project is the practical and predominant part of the program.  

Purpose 

The meaning of the word innovation is an important thing to remember. The meaning of the word 
creativity might be even more important; due to the fact that innovation process is all about 
creativity, though in different forms depending on phase. So, if creativity is that important, is there 
anything more essential? The answer is yes. Creativity (such as the word “innovation”) is often a 
describing expression of something good, an adjective, something that has a positive aura around it, 
and this is a very subjective and immeasurable. But by understanding the components of creativity, 
we can add more measurability and it becomes less diffuse. One of these components that affect 
creativity is time. Another component is that creativity is stimulated by individuals in team work 
instead of actions of a single person. A third component is motivation, what stimuli result in 
motivation etc. 
 
GPS project is about these components, a team of two or three are let to discover that creativity is 
really among us, in the very most ordinary project. By letting the creativity to grow indirectly instead 
of forcing it, should result in more acceptance from the program participants.  
 
Purpose of this project is to let participants discover creativity, practice it and learn how it can gain 
their own purposes as Accenture’s.    

Assignments 

Participants are to be paired in teams of two. Preferably with two functions e.g. management 
consulting and the second more Technology oriented. Due to the fact that research62,63 has shown 
that creativity often is a group activity, we enhance it by mixing different competencies. 
 
The projects main point is to show its participants that creativity really can grow through 
cooperation, focus and devoted time. Even though patents are not a primary goal, they must be 
encouraged in this project. This can be seen as an alternative for TL and the fact is that most new 
technology is customer driven in a sense that customer’s effort and actions give us the signals of new 
technology. In terms of disruptive technology it is very difficult, if not even impossible, to get 
disruptive innovations when technology is developed only on customer demand. This is how many 
technologies are developed today. What we want to do is: let our ILP-members go out there (in 
pairs), let them evaluate and question a certain project at Accenture. Let them do that with dedicated 
time and our message in the back of their heads, “we are going to measure your outcome”. This 
when the team of two, only have one goal: To find ways to improve and find areas for new 
technology and business. 

Project GPS - implementation 

Project GPS will in continuation simply be referred to as GPS. GPS will consist of teams with two 
members each. The ambition is to get teams with two different functions. Team members should live 
relatively close to each other to make cooperation easier.  
 

Block 1 “G” (Gathering) 
In this first part the teams are going to focus on learning the operation and facts of the assigned 
project. This is done by fully participating in the project meetings and getting a full insight of it with 
                                                 
62 Leifer Larry. Ph.D. Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Design Division. Director, Stanford Center 
for Design Research. Director, Stanford Learning Laboratory. Lecturer (2007, September 18) 
63 Skogstad Philip. Ph.D. student. Research Assistant. Interview participant, Benchmarking (2007, September 18) 
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one rule only, not to disturb or give any input to the ongoing project. In the project itself, is the 
teams’ role only passive. 
The outcome in the end of this block is ought to be as many problems or improvement suggestions 
they possibly can find. Such as: 

• Improvement suggestions to current methods used. E.g. ADM 
• Identification of new technology needs. 
• New features to Accenture’s suggested solution to customer. 

 
Outcome: 

 Problems, Improvement propositions. 
 

Block 2 “P” (Problem) 
The first block expects to deliver maybe up to 50 improvement needs or even more. In this block the 
teams focus are on screening out to some handful problems which are realistic to focus on in terms of 
time frame and what really fits in Accenture’s organization. When thinning is done, the process of 
learning of the technology or the problem starts. Team members must ask themselves, is there a 
solution out there to my problem? Is there a technology that fill this certain need? If there is, is it 
good enough, can we even improve it? To this, teams might first find what Accenture have in house 
of a certain subject. The channels that can be used are for instance Knowledge exchange (KX), 
mentors, mentors channels, patent registry, business partners, becoming business partners. When the 
picture of the market starts to become clear, it is time for next level. 
 

Outcome: 

 Problems, Improvement propositions. 
 

Block 3 “S” (Solution) 
First block was about to find improvement needs, second to find if it is already done. When a team 
has come this far, they must see the issue they are about to develop as piece of tomorrows Accenture 
differentiation. What has shown through interviews and literature in developing this program is the 
importance of having belief in its work. As a salesman must think of its product as most competitive, 
so must the ILP-teams do in their product/service or method.  
Here can team members have help from the methods such as “Blue ocean” etc. introduced during 
kick-off.  
A brainstorming session will occur during this block. The purpose is to make use of others 
impression when presented to a problem. Opinions from outside the pair to get new perspectives is 
always one key to creativity. This session might become hard to tackle with 20 people in a phone 
conference, but if improvement needs can be profiled into two or three groups, and let one group 
have a session at a time, this should result in a more effective brainstorming. The outcome from this 
block ought to be solutions to found needs of improvement. These are in no way expected to be 
finalized or fully developed products or services, but ideas with theory, sketches and improvement 
plans which can back up a certain statement.  
 

Outcome: 

 Several solutions 
 

Block 4 
Teams are to finalize their work with one or two solutions in this block. This block is about to win 
votes from the expert jury, who is going to judge which team has the best idea. This team is going to 
be rewarded.  
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Outcome: 

 Winner 

Mentors 

A mentor with a good resume and a reputation in consulting business or academic circles will attract 
the candidates ILP want to participate. This key factor states the importance of finding mentors. 
Except that we will attract proper candidates we might expect effects that attract the right projects 
and in the end the whole outcome of the GPS, in terms of new business opportunities for Accenture.  

Expert panel/Jury 

This panel should consist of different functions but mainly from inside Accenture. This because their 
purpose is to judge which team have the best idea in terms of what is applicable to Accenture’s 
business. Tech Labs is one of the natural functions we want here. Since our wish is to have the final 
presentation at Tech labs in Sophia, it would be a natural step.  
There is also the possibility to take in external experts as judges, but then it is important to choose 
persons whose opinions are accepted and respected throughout the organization.      

Networks 

How do we keep these guys connected? First of all, is there any point in doing so? The quick answer 
is yes. Since creativity is an effect of people working together it would be contradictory to state 
otherwise. After given the thought a little time we still stick to the quick answer.  
How is this done? 

 
The authors of this report believe that this part is easy to over do.  Hours and hours can be dedicated 
trying to find the best solution to networking while the answer is much closer than expect. If 
someone have the same opinion and is really into it, he will connect with like minded in a way or 
another. The connecting that was done before the possibilities with internet was the same thing that 
is now, just in a smaller scale. People where connected but the information flow was a little slower. 
Now with the connection speed increased, it is easy to expect equal people to connect just because 
they can. The authors opinion is that nothing is changed. In the early days people were lacking of 
possibilities to connect, now they lack of knowledge of how to find their way through the amount of 
possibilities. You do not see the forest for the trees. So, people connect if they have: 

 
1. Enough strong shared interest. 
2. Network supporting tool. 
 
If you really are in to something, you would probably find equals to share your interest with. If you 
have less interest but bump into a network with equals, you probably get the same amount of 
satisfaction.  
Since Accenture’s innovators probably lack in time and are very innovative but not that innovative to 
connect, that is why they need a push. This push is simply ILP. ILP is the network and a boost to the 
individuals’ interest.  
Now when satisfaction is high, it might be good to keep it there, we need a connection tool for the 
after work so to say, and for this purpose we will not reinvent the wheel.  
 
Through our interviews we have found an opinion that appears continuously, the delight for the 
“wiki phenomenon”. So, the Wikipedia (Wiki) seems to be a great tool, used for innovations at 
Accenture it would certainly be a success.  
A quicker option is to create a Facebook group where Accenture innovators can get together. The 
Facebook option will not give the same storage possibility to content, however, the generation which 
we aim at with ILP, is very much into Facebook. 
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Final meeting 

1. Opening speech (IL) 
 

2. GPS presentations 
- Project specifics 
- Gathering 
- Problem 
- Solution 
- Panel/Expert Jury opinions 

 
3. Tech labs lessons learned 
- GPS projects to develop further at Tech labs 

 
4. IL 
- Next step, publications etc. 
- lessons learned 
- Networking, tool? 

Evaluation/Examination 

Conclusions on how to evaluate the results of the program. 
 

Participant evaluation 
 
- Expert panel (Tech labs, mentors, etc.)    
- Innosight test (Accenture)      
- New to company       
- New to market       
- Patent applications       
- New applications to previous/existing Accenture products 
- Evaluate each other, feedback exercise. 
- Value innovation (Differentiation, Blue ocean) 
- Creation of new customer need / “Capture of non consumption” 
- New channels to sell previous/existing Accenture products 
- Increased customer relation than expected? 

Program evaluation 

1) Organization acceptance 
 

2) Customer 
- ROI (Return on investment) 
- Innovativeness 
- Generation of new… 

 
3) Creation of new customer need / “Capture of non consumption” 
 
4) Team interviews on... 
- Decentralisation on decition making? 
- Time to innovation? 
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5) Fun at work? 
 

6) Any special achievement that connects to Business operator, Value creator or People 
developer. 

Mentorship 

1) Mentors 
- From universities 

Universities tend to have interest in companies as Accenture. Why not let some of problems 
found in GPS to be solved by students in exchange to borrow their professor as a mentor. 
Contacts with academy for Accenture, specifically when subjects as ILP are concerned, can 
never be underestimated. Even though it might not be entirely the case, many derive the 
subject Innovation to the academic world. 
 

- From industry 

Many professors who have switched to industry from academics, long for the coaching 
students work form in universities. 
 

- From Accenture 

The easiest option, though not preferable, the authors of this report want “unAccenture” 
thinking into GPS. 
 

- Objective 
Objectivity can become a problem. This is just a reminder for the final checklist when 
choosing mentors. 

 
2) Meeting agenda 
- Presentation  

The participants present their results after every block and get feedback and guidance by their 
mentor. In order for mentors to give good feedback the participants have to hand in a written 
summary of the current results one week before every “block-meeting”. During these 
meetings the participants set up goals for the next meeting. 
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7. Conclusions7. Conclusions7. Conclusions7. Conclusions  
This section presents how the conclusions contribute to satisfy the stated purposes and the desired 
objectives. The program content developed is based on the situational status of Accenture and the 
Leraning Objectives developed for participants in order to reach the purpose that Accenture have 
with the ILP.    
 
• To enhance Accenture business opportunities 

One way to enhance business opportunities is by differentiation, by acting more innovative and 
creative both outwardly and inwardly. This can attract new clients, both in old and new market 
segment, and make the existing clients more loyal. In order to be able to spread innovation and 
creativity on Accenture one have to implement the idea incrementally, starting with the individuals 
most receptive for a new way of thinking. The decision to make a program enabled a way to meet 
and interact with these people. These selected few can in their turn spread the massage in the 
organization.  
  
• To contribute to Accenture’s brand development, to give clients of Accenture confirmation that 

the organization is innovative 

By allowing and encouraging creativity and innovation more in the organization. A first step is to 
enlighten and educate the future managers in these subjects.   
 
• To attract the best candidate by showing innovative projects 

An alteration of the external company profile towards more creativity and innovativeness can catch 
the attention of potential coworkers from social groups that previously thought of the company as an 
uninteresting place to work.  
 
• If necessary, to create a common definition of innovation and creativity throughout the 

organization. 

Through the program a common definition that coincides with the one of Accenture will be taught to 
the participants, who will spread this further in the organization. 
 
• To initiate an innovation network that connects innovative persons throughout the organization 

to each other  

Through attending the program the participants will be encouraged and given possibilities to 
establish contact with other equals. This network of innovative enthusiast can stay in touch after the 
program through different internal communication channels.  
   
• To facilitate and improve potential channels for Technology Lab in order to enhance their 

profitable activities 

By participating in this program TL will get to know future project managers of Accenture and 
enlighten them about the work done at TL and the benefits of enhancing the utility of their services. 
 
The main challenges was to state what level of innovation that was suitable for Accenture and how to 
make the course participants realize their own gain of being more innovative. In the end it was found 
that Accenture already was innovative in their own way and that radical innovation probably would 
not gain Accenture’s organization today, instead an incremental innovation integrated with their 
everyday work seems to be a better solution. Therefore the focus of the program lies in informing the 
participants of the advantages of innovation and letting them use what they have learned, so that they 
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can “learn by doing”. This way the chance should be bigger that they get an insight of how they 
could gain from being incrementally innovative and how it can be used in their own work. 
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8. End discussion8. End discussion8. End discussion8. End discussion    
In this chapter certain areas of the thesis is discussed further.  

8.1 Innovation 8.1 Innovation 8.1 Innovation 8.1 Innovation     

his project has introduced the reader to some problems around the expressions innovation 
and creativity. The authors of this report have got through the definitions and still have, in 
the end of this project, some thoughts which yet have not quite settled. When browsing 
through an arbitrary company’s presentation you’ll probably find the word innovation. 
Innovation is stated little here and there and one cannot help wondering, can really all these 

companies be that innovative? If everyone is innovative, shouldn’t all companies be very successful 
too, in the glorious business time as it during writing this is, are many companies successful but is it 
due to their efforts in innovation or just because money is rolling? Regardless of the answer it is our 
opinion that the term innovation is close to qualify as a buzzword. It just is so easy to state of 
someone’s innovativeness, compare it to something else as fuzzy, as “we are market oriented”. It 
really doesn’t say that much does it? Accenture did from our view a smart move when removing the 
term innovation from their tagline for some time ago and replaced it with performance.  
 
Why did Accenture replace the tagline? The authors do not have an answer for this, but let us 
speculate, might it be that Accenture realized that they simply are not that innovative they thought 
they wanted to be, or just thought they were. Innovativeness is something it certainly would be nice 
to deliver, and for sure they do but innovation is often associated with new products. If Accenture 
implement a service they also gave an earlier client, is it then an innovation? Whether it is or not it 
still can be confusing for the customer. One thing is for sure though, Accenture as every other 
consulting company are good at repeating their behavior and less good at earning money on radical 
breakthrough inventions, which often might be easier to link to innovation. Performance on the other 
hand, is really what Accenture delivers. If this is the reason for the tagline shift we leave unsaid, but 
it might been one of the reasons. Though do Accenture deliver innovation, but more in a way where 
existing products are tuned and improved over time.  
 
So why does Accenture want to be associated with innovation, one big argument of program is that 
Accenture want a brand differentiation for the future, one other is to attract new candidates, a third is 
to make money on every single reason because innovation is per definition about earning money on 
new technology. The downside might be that innovation can be a little too common used to build a 
differentiation on and to attract candidates it might take more than using a term that is used by 
everyone else too.  
 
As easy as it is to state being innovative as rare are the proofs for companies that state their 
innovativeness. This report should send a message of the existence of at least one, a proof for trying 
to understand what the components of such discussed subject as innovation are. To really show that 
in this important area are actions taken. And this is by far more than the competitors can. 

Typewriter 
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8.2 Rewarding8.2 Rewarding8.2 Rewarding8.2 Rewarding    

n issue that is worth discussing further is rewards and here the opinions vary on many 
different levels. A definition of rewards are “a floating compensation, positive feedback or 
encouragement – in money or other gratification – that is given depending on a result or a 
specific accomplishment, that is decided in advance and can be recorded afterwards, and 
that an individual or a group of people has achieved”64.  

 
The first part where experts disagree is whether or not to give rewards at all. Some imply that 
rewards does not generate motivation at all65, while others mean that “you pay for what you get”66 
and that achievements can be successfully connected to given compensation. After this the 
management faces the problem of how to give rewards, what they are going to reward, in what form 
they should be given and to whom.  
 
According to Wilson (1999) rewarding can be a powerful tool and can motivate employees to 
perform better if used correctly, where people compete with themselves to always strive to be better. 
The word better refers to better for the organization, not for the individual. If used badly rewards can 
create competitive atmosphere where people compete with each other, get jealous and talks behind 
each others backs, try to ruin for other coworkers. The development and growth of such an 
organization tends to be bad, information sharing low and no one helps someone else to come 
further. Therefore it is crucial to use this tool right.  
 
An important lesson to learn is also that monetary rewards are not always the best method. Many 
times acknowledgments of someone’s accomplishment are enough and it can also benefit the 
company more to reward a group than an individual in order to prevent a negative atmosphere due to 
competition. Accenture, for example, often choose to reward their employees in other way then 
trough money. They mention both internal and external publicity of achievements, more 
responsibility, be given the opportunity to attend interesting programs and to participate in project of 
choice.        
 

8.3 Theory research8.3 Theory research8.3 Theory research8.3 Theory research    

hen researching about innovation there were hard to find the optimal researching material. 
This was due to the broadness and the novelty of the subject.  
 
When it comes to the broadness of the subject the authors of this report is referring to its 
scope. The innovation process includes so much, every activity from the birth of an idea to 

the launch and selling a finished product. The difference between an idea and an innovation is 
mainly that the innovation includes the establishment of a market segment and the verification that 
the finished product is feasible, value creating and profitable, but this definition is not craved in stone 
and research of the subject is still in the early stages.  
 
When literature about the subject was looked through it was found that it mainly discussed 
innovation as a state of mind and often used the word innovation as a synonym for words like 

                                                 
64 Sandberg H, Det goda teamet, Studentlitteratur, Lund, 2006 (freely translated by the author of this report) 
65 Alfie Kohn, Boston Globe,  http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/motivation.html, (2007, November 7) 10:00 
66 Wilson B. Thomas (1999). Rewards That Drive High Performance: Success Stories from Leading Organizations. 
Library of congress Cataloging-in–Publication Data.  

http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/motivation.html
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invention, creativity, novelty and entrepreneurship. Furthermore the literature was very vague 
because of the novelty of the subject which mean that the research done is limited. This made it hard 
find foundation to build the program on, partly because almost nothing treated how to practice 
innovation and non about how to teach it. Therefore the subject was divided into smaller parts, of 
which key areas where selected and researched.  
 

8.4 Cre8.4 Cre8.4 Cre8.4 Creativityativityativityativity    

n the part discussing creativity above it was mentioned that creativity methods can be divided 
onto different categories and which to choose depends on the situation.  
 
Suitable methods for Accenture would be analytical methods that manage the idea session and is 
general within the organization but specific for the company. The reason for making it analytical 

is that the consultants is new to creative thinking and need a guiding hand in the beginning. This is 
also the reason for making it a method that manages the idea session. The consultants have stated 
several time that they are lacking of time to be creative, therefore it is imperative that the method is 
easy to use and can be used anywhere in the organization. They do not have time to adapt it to every 
situation that they encounter, but it should still be so specified that it is compatible with their way of 
doing things.  
 
One discussion that the authors of this report have had with each other and others outside the project 
is if creativity is entirely a group activity or if it can be achieved individually. Some mean that 
creativity only occurs when people are working together and that individual creativity does not exist. 
This is a bold statement and should be considered carefully, but it is the authors’ common belief that 
there are much to what they say. Therefore this report has chosen to look at creativity as an activity 
that can be conducted individually, but is greatly enhanced and improved by cooperation, 
information sharing and discussion. Therefore this report advocate creativity as a group activity and 
chose to use this working structure in main part of the program.   
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Appendix 1 Appendix 1 Appendix 1 Appendix 1 ––––    Learning objectivesLearning objectivesLearning objectivesLearning objectives    
 

1. …propose and close innovative projects with our clients. 
 

2. ...in an objective way be able to discern and identify new and potential ideas independent of 
the founders background. 

 
3. ...be able to anticipate future needs and trends plus their potential effect, trough different 

innovation methods (blue ocean, grapevine). 
 

4. ...be able to discern the necessity of disruptive technology for future need. 
 

5. …be able to describe the difference of radical vs. incremental innovation and disruptive vs. 
sustaining technology. 

  
6. …be able to generate new feasible solutions through the usage of models in the Nordic 

innovation toolbox. 
 

7. …be able to discern the positive effects of external, internal and integrated networks. 
 

8. …be able to point out the need of flexibility to cope with the accelerating velocity of change 
in markets today. 

 
9. …be able to modify a non-value creating idea into something valuable by iterative tuning or 

purpose shift.  
 
10. …be able to share information effectively to ensure that everybody has the information they 

need. 
 

11. ...be able to motivate how the work in the project is creating value for company. 
 

12. …be able to explain the benefits of being supportive and showing respect and empathy. 
 

13. …be able to motivate employees by using different motivation techniques. (Rewarding, 
publicity, coaching, the freedom of choice, involvement etc.) 

 
14. ...be able to point out the restrains of innovation and creativity that the employees can 

experience.  
 

15. …connect their ILP-project goals to the Managerial Goals and understand why. 
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Appendix 2 Appendix 2 Appendix 2 Appendix 2 ––––    participant criterionsparticipant criterionsparticipant criterionsparticipant criterions    
 
First selection 
Requirement 

− Experienced consultant on Accenture  
− People skills 
− Communication  
− Leadership  
− Experience of working in a project  
− Knowledge about Technology Lab and new technology in general (Interested in new 

technology) 
− Insight to the market of the client 

 
Personal features: 

Social, Team player, Ambitious, Doer, Open-minded, Motivated, Show interest, Flexible, Positive, 
Inspiring (Motivating others), Listener.  
 
Final selection  
(VG=Very good, G=Good and B=Basic) 
 
Important:  

 

− People skills (VG) 
− Communication (G) 
− Leadership (G) 
− Experience of working in a project (B) 
− Basic interest/ knowledge of Blue Ocean, disruptive technology and/or similar (B) 

 
Good to have: 

 

− Management (B) 
− Economy (B) 
− Organization (G) 
− Administration (B) 
− Conflict management (G) 
− Marketing (B) 
− Experience of customer contact (G)  
− Selling (G) 
− Knowledge of the Nordic innovation toolbox (B) 

 
Personal features: 

 

Realistic (B) 
Driven (VG) 
Curious (VG) 
Organizational (G) 
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Appendix 3 Appendix 3 Appendix 3 Appendix 3 ----    ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication    
 
The ILP is an opportunity for all employees at consultant level to enhance their innovative awareness 
and get insight of all the lucrative it can bring to ones projects and clients. The gain comes with all 
the profitable business opportunities that can be discovered if you just think more outside the box. To 
do this does not mean that you have to go around inventing new gadgets and spend your days in a 
lab. This means that you through thinking a step further in your every day work can see new ways of 
doing things or combine old solutions into something new that can generate profitability for the 
whole company and its clients.  
 
In addition to this the participants will gain an innovation network of likeminded through the 
acquaintance with the other members of the program.  
 
This application consist of a set of exercises that will help the ILP-team to understand your needs 
and interests better. The purpose for this is to give you the best program possible and to select the 
right candidates.   
 
Exercise 1: 
 
You are stuck on a passenger ship in distress and you are forced to take the lifeboat to survive. 
Before you step into the lifeboats you have to choose which things to bring along. You can only 
bring five things of the items mentioned below.  
 
Task: You have to choose which things to bring and state your reasons why. 
 

• Empty water can. 
• Mirror 
• Sea charts 
• Maps 
• Radio 
• Sextant 
• Quadrant 
• Fishing rod 
• First aid kit 
• Emergency victual 
• Tarpaulin 
• Warm clothes 
• Parasol 
• Spirits stove 
• Communication equipment 
• Flashlight 
• Outboard motor 
• Gasoline to the motor 
• Extra set of oars 

 
Answer:
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Exercise 2: 
 

“45% of lucrative business ideas — 

whether breakthrough products or services, 

new uses for old ones, or ways to cut costs— 

come from employees.” 

 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 

 
 Task: Suggest a way to better capture new and profitable ideas at Accenture. 
 
Answer: 
 
Exercise 3: 
 
Try to come with as many new ways to use a tray as possible, but a maximum of twenty. 
  
Answer: 
 
Exercise 4: 
 
Find a fourth word that is connected to all of the other three and explain why; 
 
Snow, down and out.  
 
Answer: 
 
Exercise 5: 
 
Identify the three categories and then try to combine these categories in new ways.  
 
Banana, Peach, orange and pineapple; 
Table, chair, lamp and bed;  
Telefonakatalog, map, marriage license.   
 
Answer: 
 
Exercise 6: 
 
The industrial landscape is already littered with remains of once successful companies that could not 

adapt their strategic vision to altered conditions of competition. 
Abernathy, Clark & Kantrow 

 
To meet the demands of the fast changing competitive scene, we must simply learn to love change as 

much as we have hated it in the past. 
Tom Peters, author and consultant 

 
As you see above and surely heard many times innovation and creativity is necessary to survive in 
the constantly changing market that we have today and the trend does not seem to be going down. 
Therefore it is crucial to implement more innovative thinking in organizations today. If you were 
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managing a client project, which factors would you consider to be crucial in order to encourage 
innovativeness among project members? 
 
Question 1: 
 
Are there any clients and/or upcoming projects that you think should gain from participating in the 
program? 
 
Question 2: 
 
Do you know any clients that are risk taking? 
 
Question 3: 
 
Have you contributed to something in a client project on Accenture that led to something new, for 
example a new way of doing things, a new process or a new tool?  
 
Question 4: 
 
Have you ever felt restricted in your work during your time at Accenture?  
Yes: If so, what did you do then? 
 
Question 5: 
 

“limited recognition and praise” 
was cited as the most common reason for why employees left a company.  

It was ranked higher than compensation, limited authority, personality conflicts,  
and all other responses. 

From a survey by Robert Half International 

 
How would you suggest to improve the internal reward and evaluation system in order to motivate 
members of the organization to be more innovative?  
 
Question 6: 
Do you see Accenture as a good catcher of business opportunities? 
 
Yes: In what way? 
No: Do you have any ideas on how to improve this? 
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Appendix 4 Appendix 4 Appendix 4 Appendix 4 ––––    Program scheduleProgram scheduleProgram scheduleProgram schedule    
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